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Berlin dispatches state that the number of emi
grants that left Germany dui'ing January and Febru
ary, 1891, was 7,648, a larger total than has been 
recorded in the same period for the last five years.

One of the recent statements by Dr. Seelye, presi
dent of Amherst College is that at the present rate of 
progress the women of the country will at the end of 
the present century be better educated than the men.

A. J. A. Brown, of Bloomington, Ill., is trying to 
establish his mother’s claim to being the widow of 
Charles F. Brown, better known as Artemus Ward. 
According to the woman’s statement she was married 
to Artemus Ward in 1835 and that at the time of his 
death in 1867 the family consisted of ten children. 
According to his biographers Artemus Ward was born 
in 1834. So it would seem, unless there is a mistake 
somewhere,, that he was married at the age of one 
year. That so young a man should be the father of 
so large a family is remarkable. Indeed the situation 
presents a more humorous state of affairs than the 
humorist himself ever dreamed of. Mrs. John Hayne 
of New York, Artemus Ward’s cousin, who under the 
will inherited all the property, says that she believes 
the claimant is mistaken, being positive that her 
cousin died a bachelor.

P. T. Barnum humbugged the people somewhat, 
but not more than they liked to be humbugged, while 
he made successive generations of children happy, and 

i provided harmless amusement for millions of people. 
Who that ever attended his ‘ ‘greatest show on earth” 
does not feel grateful to the great Yankee showman 

i, for the opportunity he afforded for seeing wild ani
mals from every part of the world, strange monstrosi
ties and rare curiosities, large and small, feats of skill 
and comical performances, that made not only the 
boys and girls, but old people, laugh heartily. There 
was but one Barnum, and there will never be another. 
He was a man of generous nature, and was personally 
liked by those who knew him, and popular with the 
whole American people.

Judge Andrews, of New York, says a paper of that 
city has very properly refused to grant the petition of 
a husband for the annulment of his marriage because 
he found out that his wife was not the perfect being 
that he had believed her to be before marriage. The 
Judge in his decision, suggests the alarming vista of 
possibilities that would be disclosed by acknowledging 
the justice of the petitioner’s claim. Courts, he says, 
might be asked to apply the same rule to alleged de
ception or misrepresentation before marriage in re
gard to “temper, religious belief, education, social 
standing and concealad physical defects.” This 
would be terrible indeed. The English Parliament 
once passed an act making it criminal for a woman to 
lead a man into marriage by the attractions of false 
hair, false teeth, etc. The law, if not formally re
pealed, has fallen into innocuous desuetude. Here in 
America men and women are supposed to be intelli

gent enough to know what they are about when they 
make the choice matrimonial, and unless there is 
duress or fraud of a very gross character the courts 
need not be looked to for relief on any ground pre
vious to the marriage. Otherwise matrimony would 
have to be preceded by a catechism of confession that 
would probably cause much more unhappiness than it 
would accomplish good.

At this time when the death rate East and West is 
large almost beyond precedent, words of caution like 
these from the New York Press, should not pass un
heeded: We are all so glad to welcome the coming of 
spring that we are in danger of meeting her so much 
more than half way as to run serious risk of meeting 
her on the verge of the graveyard. Physicians and 
vital statistics agree that March is in respect to some 
prevalent classes of disease, the most fatal month of 
the year, and that early April is only a little better. 
Pneumonia claims this season for its very own and 
slays its victims like an epidemic. Consumptives are 
gathered by the sickle of death like the ripened grain 
at harvest time. The enfeebled aged dread these 
weeks with abundant reason. Infants are in constant 
danger. The strongest man has need to be careful, 
and woman, to whom these bright and auspicious 
seeming days appeal with a charm like herself, must 
take heed at her peril. The danger is in the decep
tiveness. Because south winds blow, because bird 
songs are heard, because green grass is found in 
sheltered nooks, because adventurous pilgrims to the 
wild woods return with marvelous prizes of trailing 
arbutus, because the hot sun, smiting and smiling 
through our chamber window, bids us come forth— 
therefore we are over tempted to yield completely to 
the sweet seduction and step, nay, bound from winter 
habits into spring privileges.

Mi's. Marie A. Shipley nee Brown—recently gave a 
lecture in Chicago exposing what she characterized as 
the historical fallacies underlying the proposal to erect 
a statue to Queen Isabella. The lecturer disputed the 
popular claims made for the Castilian Queen in con
nection with the discovery of the Western World and 
especially of North America, and quoted numerous 
weighty authorities to prove that even Columbus was 
not in truth entitled to that honor. The facts relating to 
the Norse discoveries on this continent Mrs. Shipley- 
showed were well known not only in Iceland, which 
Columbus visited in 1477, but all over Europe, and 
especially at Rome, to which center of knowledge and 
the discoveries were carried by Gudrid, wife of Thor- 
finn Karlsefne, one of the earliest colonists of Rhode 
Island and Massachusets. At Rome, and still more 
particularly in Iceland, Columbus it was claimed ob
tained knowledge which ultimately led him to stake 
the whole success of the expedition on the chance of 
reaching land within three days from the time of his 
conflict with his mutinous crew, and which had pre
viously sustained him throughout all his trials and 
disappointments. Another great point made by the 
lecturer was that Spain, instead of being the honored 
founder of all our present greatness, and the opener- 
up of commerce with this country, did what she could 
to prevent all other nations from participating in its 
advantages, and that the English settlers under 
Raleigh and his successors had to first clear the seas
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of the Spanish blockade. It was the defeat of the 
“Invincible Armada” that rendered the present civi
lization, an essentially English one, possible. A por
tion of the lecture was devoted to a scathing criticism 
of the methods and motives of Queen Isabella, whose 
atrocities should rather be buried for ever than raked 
up for the world to gaze at; still less should be hon
ored by a- monument. Historical testimony was ad
duced to prove that Isabella was a shameless liar, a 
hypocrite who committed her worst crimes “for the 
love of God and His Holy Mother,” and that she did 
incontestably establish the Inquisition in her domin
ions for the sake of the property of those condemned 
for following their conscientious belief. Her own 
confession to the Pope proves this, without further 
evidence. Even the dead were cited before the tri
bunals, found guilty of heresy, and their bones ex
humed and burnt, and as a matter of course, their 
property confiscated. Jews, Moors, and heretics 
were alike the victims of her fury, and once she had 
determined to get possession of the property of any of 
her subjects, there was no escape from this three-fold 
net. The historical authorities cited wera Bargan. . 
roth's Calender of Spanish State Papers, 
Cesareo Fernandez-Duro, Henry Harrisse, Aaron 
Goodrich, Sir Arthur Helps, Anita George, Llorente 
and Prescott, whose quoted words fully seemed to 
prove the charges made. The lecture was listened to 
with much interest and appreciation, as was shown 
by the debate which followed, led -by the chairman, 
Judge Waite, in spite of whose arguments the general 
sense of the meeting seemed to be, as was said by one 
speaker, that the lecturer had made no assertions that 
she was not able to back up with facts.

The power of imagination is illustrated by an inci
dent related in the New York Times. A domestic in 
the employ of a prominent family went to an uptown 
druggist in great haste with a prescription which 
called for two ounces of qua pura, that is distilled 
water, the accompanying directions reading ‘ ‘A tea
spoonful every hour until the pain is allayed.” The 
patient for whom it was intended was the head of a 
family who was suffering severely from nervous neu
ralgia. It so happened that the family physician who 
wrote the prescription was behind the counter chatting 
with the druggist when the messenger arrived. The 
druggist put up the prescription, or thought he did. 
He filled a bottle with water, corked it carefully and 
labeled it properly. When the *.  ¿treating form of the 
domestic had disappeared, he discovered the o 
grains of morphine on the prescription scales. “Good 
God, doctor,” he ejaculated, “I’ve given that girl 
nothing but distilled water. The morphine is here, ' 
look at it. What shall I do?” ‘ ‘Do?” he replied with 
admirable sangfroid, “do? Why nothing at all. Til 
wager you a bottle that the aqua pura will work as 
well without the opiate as with it. ” * ‘Agreed, ” said I.
“And do you know,” concluded the pharmacist, “the 
doctor was right and the patient with the nervous neu
ralgia—an exceptionally intelligent and college-bred- 
man—was sleeping as peacefully as a babe after the 
second dose of the mixture ?” Physicians know that con
fidence in their skill and faith in the efficacy of the 
medicine administered are vastly more important in 
the treatment of ordinary complaints than the pillj^» 

t or powders that they prescribe.
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THE THEORY OF IMMORTALITY.

Mr. Leroy L. Caldwell writes from Hazelrigg, Ind., 
as follows:

Against the theory of immortality my agnostic friends 
frequently offer the objection that whatever has a’begin
ning must necessarily have an end, and that as man’s con
science existence evidently had a beginning it must also 
come to an end. To those of your readers who firmly be- 
live that they have prima facie evidence of continued ex
istence after death, this argument may seem to be of little 
consequence; but to me, not having such conclusive evi
dence its force seems hard to resist. In support of this 
objection it may be said that man gradually develops into 
self-consciousness, mental and bodily vigor, up to the 
prime of life, and then as gradually loses them all in his 
declining years; until, in old age. he passes away as help
less and unconscious as he came into the world. If you 
or any of your readers can furnish me with a logical ar
gument, not based upon psychical phenomena, which 
will meet this seeming fatal objection, I shall ever feel 
grateful.

It is true that in this state of being mind co-exists 
and is correlated with physical structure. The relation 
between mind and body is so intimate and sympathetic 
that the conditions of either affect the conditions of 
the other. Yet while the body is undergoing constant 
change, a change so great that the material of which 
it is composed is changed several times during a life 
of average length here on earth, the mind possesses 
such permanence that the identity of an individual is 
preserved from earliest youth to old age. ’Pho man 
of eighty can generally remember scenes and incidents 
of his childhood more distinctly than those of his ma
ture life. The mutations of matter have gone on, par
ticles coming into the organization and passing from 
it to be replaced by others, and yet the self-conscious
ness continues, and the sane man never doubts whether 
he is the same person that he was at an earlier period. 
How different in appearance is the octogenarian and 
the same person when he was a child, yet he knows 
that the different ages only represent different condi
tions of the same personality.

Admitting this personality, as an immaterial or 
spiritual entity, it is reasonable, independently of any 
direct evidence in the form of spirit manifestations, 
to believe that it can exist apart from material struc
ture. If while it is associated with matter it can, in 
spite of the incessant changes the body undergoes, 
still retain its identity unimpaired it is not too much 
to infer that freed from material associations, it es
capes those sympathetic experiences which accom
pany physical decay and the disturbance of the physi
cal conditions of earthly life.

Material combinations imply beginning and end. 
Formation, in the sense of the aggregation of particles, 
implies, of course, dissolution. But what analogy is 
there between the growth of a physical structure and 
the origin and continuance of the mind. The human 
body is composed of elements and these elements are 
constituted of atoms. But when we speak of the human 
mind the conception of atoms and parts, of aggrega
tion and separation, etc. does not enter into our 
meaning. We cannot reason analogically from mat
ter to spirit and say that since the body developes into 
vigor and decays and dies, therefore the mind must 
undergo similar changes. Words which are used in 
describing material changes and conditions have no 
significance whatever when applied to spirit. The as
sumption that bodily dissolution involve, the end of 
consciousness, is based upon the belief that the mind 
is but a function of the brain, a belief that has no 
foundation in science and is contradicted by all that 
we know of the human mind and of the distinction be
tween mind and matter. For aught that is known to 
the contrary the human mind in attaining to self-con
sciousness acquires that condition of spiritual permanen
cy which insures its deathless existence. Speculations 
on this subject may be far from conclusive or satis
factory, but the mere fact of beginning and ending of 
material aggregations of matter is no argument, no in
dication of either the beginning or the ending of the 
human mind in a similar manner. The crowning proof 
that the spirit survives the change called death is to be 
found in those phenomena of Spiritualism which es
tablish the presence and identity of persons who have 

lived on this earth in the flesh. That the human spirit 
will continue to exist forever does not, of course, ad
mit of demonstration; but the deepest aspirations of 
the human heart are for immortal life, and he who 
believes in supreme Wisdom and Goodness cannot 
easily persuade himself that for countless ages divine 
forces have been at work to produce man, the highest 
product of evolution, only to allow him sooner or 
later to be obliterated—to be blotted out of existence.

MARRIAGE OF BLOOD RELATIONS.

More than twenty years ago a committee was ap
pointed by the New York State Medical Society to 
investigate and report upon the influence of the inter
marriage of persons nearly related by blood. The 
results of the investigation, which were published in 
the American Journal of Insanity, showed beyond 
doubt that there is no more disease among children 
of consanguineous unions than among those of mar
riages in which the parents are unrelated by blood, 
provided that in each case the parents are equally 
free from disease or inherited tendency thereto. In 
this view Anstie, George Darwin and other recent in
vestigators concur. It is with men as with the lower 
animals; where there is no taint, no defect in the stock, 
the method of in and in breeding leads to no bad re
sults; indeed its tendency is to deepen and fix the 
good characteristics of every generation. As has 
been suggested, consanguineous marriages might be 
used to develop particular traits or qualities, as in the 
family of Bachs, the musicians, who freely intermar
ried and greatly improved their musical talent, which 
became remarkable in some members of that family.

In ancient times, marriages between close blood 
relations were allowed by law and were common. 
The Persians, Phoenicians, Egyptians and Peruvians, 
married not only their cousins, but their sisters, and 
not only their sisters, but their mothers and daughters. 
Abraham married his half-sister, and Isaac and Jacob 
married cousins. Consanguineous marriages are com
mon among the Jews to-day, and still more common 
among the Gypsies, without any evil results to the 
race. Among the inhabitants of Iceland and Pitcairn, 
marriage of relations is allowed and prevails to a 
considerable extent. The same was true among the 
North American Indians, who were almost free from 
hereditary disease.

Yet there is to-day, in the most enlightened nations, 
as there has been for centuries, strong repugnance to 
the marriage of persons closely related by blood. And 
there is good reason for this repugnance. The popu
lar idea is that consanguineous marriages are almost 
sure to result in malformed, idiotic or diseased off
spring, by reason of the mere fact of the blood rela
tionship of the parents, when the fact is that such 
marriages may be the means of transmitting and 
strengthening the good qualities possessed by the par
ents. But it is just as true that any diseases or defects 
by such marriages are also certain to be increased 
and intensified, and to produce degenerate conditions 
in the offspring. Any taint of insanity, any tendency 
to deformity in a family, which by marriage with a 
person unconnected with the family may be repressed, 
by the marriage of cousins becomes accentuated in 
the offspring. The danger of blood relationship in 
marriage is to double the tendency to disease by in- 
heritence. A writer in the Westminster Review, refer
ring to the intermarriage of near blood relations 
among the Jews from the earliest times up to the 
present, attributes their immunity from degeneration 
to the absence of what he calls “social consanguinity.” 
The Jew is without a country, is a sojourner, moving 
from one place to another, and thereby changing his 
environment and escaping such social consanguinity 
as curses the European aristocracies. What is true 
of the Jews is true even to a greater degree of the 
Gypsies.

But, generally speaking, in all civilized countries, 
owing to artificial methods of living and other causes, 
there is more or less taint of disease in every family. 
In view of the tendency of consanguineous marriages 
to repeat in a more aggravated form in the offspring 
every physical and mental defect, aversion to such 

marriages has a strong foundation in utility and com
mon sense. With our advancing civilization, as the 
Review writer above referred to, observes, the inter
marriage of blood relations is becoming “more dan
gerous every year. They are, therefore, to be dis
countenanced even in healthy families, for such unions 
may wake up some pathological character which has 
been latent for one or two generations.” Such mar
riages, this writer says, * ‘should not be thought of in 
any family in which idiocy, insanity, suicide, epilepsy, 
scrofula, phthisis, gout, cancer, deaf-muteism, club 
foot, hare-lip, cleft palate, rheumatism, heart disease, 
chorea or neuralgia is known to be hereditary, or 
where they have appeared in one or more generations, 
no matter how far back.”

WOMEN’S CLUBS.
Mrs. Anna B. Scofield, in a thoughtful paper read 

before the Political Equality Club, of Jamestown, N.
Y., points out that for ages the influences brought to 
bear upon the lives of women tended to make their 
individual lives isolated, preventing among them that 
unity of action which clubs and associations to-day 
facilitate. “I can remember,” she says, “when the 
blessed ‘Mothers in Israel’ in this town were scorned 
and persecuted for trying to help the ignorant and 
depressed women of New York and other large cities 
by organizing and carrying on a branch of the New 
York ‘Moral Reform Society.’ How the sentiment of 
the world has changed since then! That noble com
pany of women are, every one of them, saints in glory 
this minute, and their descendents I see all around 
me, traveling along the paths beaten smooth for us 
by their efforts.” Mrs. Scofield says that until recently 
the benevolent work of women was confined to church 
organizations, presided over or limited by ministers, 
who decided what was the proper thing for women to 
say and do and be. The originators of the first club 
exclusively for women, which was organized in New 
York, were ridiculed, caricatured and grossly mis
represented. Numbers of women left the organiza
tion rather than endure the ridicule and abuse heaped 
upon them by the press and the average man, who 
judged the members by the only standard of club life 
that was known to men. But women, Mrs. Scofield 
says, have shown how club life can be purified and 
made the means of ennobling growth, and it will yet 
be the means of elevating the standards and improv
ing the methods of the political sphere. Mrs. Sco
field has a very high opinion of the educational value 
of the experience afforded-in a well conducted club, 
as is indicated by her closing words, which are here 
reproduced:

If you stick to it long enough you are bound to have 
your sympathies enlarged, and the nonsense well knocked 
out of you. Women need, most of all, to be set free from 
all bias. From church bias, which makes one fancy her
self superior because she believes in some creed or ism 
unknown to her less favored neighbor; from race bias, 
which causes her to draw the line at some despised por
tion of the human family; for are we not all the children 
of one Father? From caste bias, which makes her refuse 
her sympathies to those whom she considers not her equals, 
lest her pride o' position and estate be made to suffer. 
Who hath made ye to differ? As she is, so hast thou 
been, or so shalt thou be.

The recognition and classification of human beings, 
according to their true rank and grade, is of comparatively 
recent date. Women were wont to love or hate according 
to their inherited bias, and wrapping themselves well up 
in their mantle of self-righteousness went their ways, well 
satisfied with the truth as set forth to them by priest, 
parson, or social leader of their own special creed or cult, 
until it was believed that they were too conservative, 
too bigoted, too aristocratic and narrow, to make club life 
for them, in any worthy degree, possible. But by the 
flourishing life of numberless literary, social, philan- 
throphic, and last and greatest, “political equality” clubs, 
we are showing our capabilities as organizers, law givers 
and disciplined cohering forces. So is being made mani
fest the prophecy, “The last shall be first, and the stone 
rejected of the builders shall yet become the head of the 
corner.” It does not much matter which branch of ethics 
is attacked first. A center once established, it is wonder
ful to see how inevitably and with what orderliness the 
virtues range themselves and help the growth of human 
character.
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To tue Editor: Will it be asking too much of you 

to tell us through The Journal how many Spiritualists 
there are in the United States, and how many in the 
world, and settle a heated question here between a few 
Spiritualists and many unbelievers. We take The Jour
nal; we have taken it at times for the last nine years. 
We have taken other Spiritual papers, but we have never 
had one that we like so well as The Journal.

Mrs. E. D. J.
PULASKIVILLE, OHIO.
There is no way of making even an approximate es

timate of the number with any degree of accuracy or 
authoritativeness. One can exercise the imagina
tion freely with no fear of successful contradition. 
The number in America is often asserted to be 
11,000,000. We were once asked by Elizabeth 
Stuart Phelps to estimate the number in the 
United States. Our reply was that those openly pro
fessing Spiritualism and known as such in their re
spective communities might possibly number 2,000,- 
000; and in addition to this number there were no doubt 
several millions more who had come to have some be
lief, more or less pronounced, in the continuity of life 
and spirit communication. The processes by which 
we arrived at this loose estimate were not at all satis
factory to ourself, but were the only ones at command. 
We think that to-day a majority of the intelligent 
people of this country incline to accept as a reason
able hypothesis the fundamental claim of Spiritualists. 
As to the number in the rest of the world, it were 
folly to make figures. Should Spiritualists ever or
ganize and utilize those agencies which give standing, 
dignity, official recognition, and business facilities to 
every other activity, then it will be possible to take a 
census; until then there are no restrictions upon any 
one in fixing the totals.CARDINAL GIBBONS AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY.

J. S. B. Hodges, in the Baltimore American, notic
ing a recent remark by Cardinal Gibbons that he had 
always been ‘ ‘the zealous promoter of religious liber- 

' ty” and the cardinal’s definition of religious liberty as 
“the possession of the free right of worshipping God 
according to the dictates of a right conscience and of 
practicing a form of religion most in accordance with 
man's duties to God,” asks a few questions, among 
which are the following:

“How can this claim for freedom of conscience and 
liberty of worship be reconciled with the condemna
tion of that opinion as an error by Pope Pius IX., in 
his encyclical, in 1864 ?

How reconcile it with the 79th article of the sylla
bus, put out by the same holy father, which condemns 
“the liberty of worship” as tending to “corruption of 
morals and the pest of indifferentism?”

How can it be reconciled with the language of the 
encyclical of Pope Gregory XVI. in 1832, which de
nounces the “insanity” of those who declare that 
< «freedom of conscience and worship is the right of 
every man; that this right ought, in every well- 
governed state, to be proclaimed and asserted by 
law?” Surely, the highly-esteemed Archbishop of 
Baltimore cannot be classed among the “insane;” and 
yet it is the Holy Father Gregory who makes this de
claration, and that not long ages ago, when the ages 
were “dark,” but in this nineteenth century, and 
within the life time of the Cardinal himself.”

Mr. Hodges further calls attention to the fact that 
the bull of Gregory IX. (A. D. 1233) made the perse
cution of heretics the special function of the Domini
cans; that Innocent IV. (A. D. 1245) gave instruc
tions to the bishops and inquisitors as to their conduct 
before passing sentence of death on heretics brought 
before them; that the bull of Innocent IV. (1252) 
Ad Extirpandum was issued to set in motion carefully 
wrought out machinery for systematic persecution in 
every city and state.

The cardinal says: “Magna Charta was the work
of Archbishop Langton, of Canterbury and the Ro
man Catholic barons of England, On the plains of

tRunnymede they compelled King John to sign that
semper.” But Cardinal Gibbons forgot (?) to say that

Jr doing so they were condemned and excommunicated,
what Langton was suspended, summoned to Rome, not

allowed by the pope to return to England and died in 
exile—proof that the Romish church was opposed to 
the great bulwark of civil liberty known as Magna 
Charta. Mr. Hodges pertinently inquires how long 
has liberty of worship according to the dictates of 
conscience been allowed in the city of Rome. The 
only answer Cardinal Gibbons can make is that such 
liberty has existed only since the temporal power of 
the pope was destroyed by Garibaldi and his free- 
thinking compatriots.

The peculiarity of the Cardinal’s definition of relig
ious liberty seems to have escaped the attention of 
Mr. Hodges. It is adroitly evasive. Religious liberty 
is the right to worship God * ‘according to the dictates 
of a right conscience and of practicing a form of re
ligion most in accordance with his duties to God.” 
What constitutes “aright conscience” and what “form 
of religion [is] most in accordance with man’s duties 
to God” are questions which the Romish church claims 
the right to decide for all men in every nation and 
clime. A POPULAR ERROR.

A writer in the New York Tribune corrects a very 
popular error as to the doctrinal meaning of the im
maculate conception. This error consists in the belief 
that the dogma refers to the supernatural birth of 
Christ or to his conception by the Holy Ghost. Thus 
a correspondent says that Mr. MacQueary denies the 
immaculate conception of Christ. The Tribune writer 
observes that the doctrine refers entirely to the birth 
of the Virgin Mary herself, and adds: This doctrine 
may be first traced to the Greek church about the end 
of the fifth century, and in the Latin church from the 
seventh century. In the Greek church it is called 
the “Conception of St. Anne,” the mother of the Vir
gin Mary. The doctrine means—as the word immac
ulate, without sin or spot, implies—that the Virgin 
Mary was born without the taint of original sin, or 
that she was purified from the taint of original sin. 
There was a long discussion in the Latin church as 
to which of these two was the proper view, and the 
doctrine as a whole caused much dispute between the 
Franciscan and the Dominican orders, so that the 
popes had to interfere to prevent discussion. The 
doctrine was approved tentatively, apparently, in 
the Roman church about 1483, but was not author
itatively adopted until December 8, 1854. This doc
trine has never been held in the Church Catholic, in 
the Anglican church nor in any other of the Protes
tant churches; but it is very commonly confused with 
the doctrine, which is held by all Trinitarians, that 
the birth of the Lord Jesus was superhuman or 
miraculous.

Speaking generally, the death agony is very rarely 
attended by pain, says Dr. Shrady, because the system 
is always prepared for death by a weakening of the 
vital forces, by the circulation of impure blood through 
the brain, and by the obtunding of the nerves. Of 
course some people have more pain than others, and 
this is largely determined by temperament. A ner
vous man—all other things equal—suffers more pain 
than a man who has enjoyed robust health, because 
the nervous man’s sensibilities are stronger, but the 
pain of death is more in the anticipation of it than in 
the reality. The instinct for life is strong in man, and 
the teachings of the present day, as well as the writ
ings of our novelists, do not make the majority of men 
the more ready to die. Hell fire is not preached as 
much as formerly; it is an unpopular doctrine, but it is 
nevertheless taught and often adds to the torture of 
dying people.

In his Lenten sermon Cardinal Gibbons said: “Pope 
Clement VII. refused to sanction the divorce of Henry 
VIII. from his lawful wife, Catharine of Aragon.” 
This statement leads “U.” to comment in the Inter 
Ocean as follows: Charles V., Emperor of Germany 
and King of Spain, would not allow Pope Clement to 
“sanction the divorce of Henry VIII.,” and by doing 
so save England to the church, for two reasons: 
Catharine of Aragon was his aunt, and Henry VLLL, 

together with Francis I., King of France, were the 
only obstacles in the way of Shis boundless ambition. 
Still further, Cardinal Campeggio carried into England 
from the pope the “sanction of the divorce,” so that 
in case it should become a matter of policy to grant it, 
he might take advantage of the circumstances. An
other incident also shows that it was not a sense of 
right that influenced the pope. Clement agreed that 
if the king should send a proxy to Rome, submitting 
his case to the Holy See, a “sanction of the divorce” 
should be granted. Tne proxy being delayed one day 
beyond the time appointed, and it being reported to 
the pope and his cardirals that a farce had been acted 
upon the stage before the king, in derision of the 
pope and the Holy See, Clement and his cardinals in 
mortification and anger refused their sanction.

A despatch from Leadville, Colorado, to the St. 
Louis Globe-Democrat says: Mr. John Sunger brought 
to this city to-day an arrowhead, made of tempered cop
per, and a number of human bones, which were found 
in the Rocky Point mine, at Gilman, 460 feet below 
the surface of the earth, imbedded in a vein of silver- 
bearing ore. Over $100 worth of ore clung to the 
bones when they were removed from the mine. The 
arro w head is four inches long and one and one-half 
inches wide at the widest part. The shank is one and 
one-half inches long and has a hole pierced through 
the center by which the shaft was fastened to the 
spike. The ore clung to it when taken from the vein, 
and was with some difficulty removed. One of the 
bones is a portion of the head of the femur or thigh 
bone. The important feature of this discovery is the 
fact that these relics were found in the center of a 
vein of ore, indicating that man was in existence on 
this continent when the molten metal was sent cours
ing through the fissures of these mountains.

A Chicago daily, of recent date, described the plight 
of a young woman about 20, evidently of a good 
family, who thought she heard strange voices and was 
being persecuted by some one who was following her. 
According to the published account she did not even 
know her own name. All she knew was that weird 
voices had been whispering awful things in her ear 
all the evening. She blushed deeply when she entered 
the police station. Her eyes were downcast and her 
head hung low. She said: “I am either mad or I am 
shamefully persecuted. Some one is following me, 
calling me horrible names and making threats which 
I cannot repeat. I ran away to escape him early in 
the evening and have been trying to evade him ever 
since.” She could detail all her experiences since she 
had left her home early in the evening, but every
thing previous was oblivion. She went to the station 
to seek refuge from her pursuer or her imagination. 
This is evidently a case of hallucination, but the cause 
of it is not clear.

Dr. Santayana, instructor in psychology at Harvard 
University, recently proposed a curious experiment. 
He claims that the excitement in the different nerves 
is probably the same, but that different sensations are 
produced in different brain centers. If the optic 
nerve and the nerve of hearing were to be cut, and 
the optic nerve connected with the center of hearing 
and the nerve of hearing with the optic nerve, one 
might expect to see a symphony and hear a landscape. 
The symphony, he added, would probably look like a 
display of fire-works, and the landscape would sound 
like a dull roar.

Sheik Ohan Solyman Gaidekhaw, a Turk, and four 
closely veiled Circassian women, all his wives, landed 
in New York a few days ago, bound for tbe Sandwich 
Islands. The Turk is from a little town in Galicia, 
Asia, where he manufactures sugar and confections. 
He recently purchased a sugar plantation on the 
islands whither he is bound. He said, through an 
interpreter, that he was a Christian, that he saw no 
wrong in having four wives, that the laws of his coun
try permitted it, and that the Christians in Turkey, who 
could afford to keep them, had as many wives as they 
wanted.

f
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CO-OPERATION.

By Edgeworth.

Seeing, cited in The Journal No. 26, a proposition 
for a national law to advance cooperation, I am led to 
ask what sort of law is capable of popularizing this 
method of labor. Mrs. Fales admits the propagation 
of cooperative ideas and the existence of cooperative so
cieties, but in terms that ignore the fact that this is 
the general method of manufacturing production, and 
to a considerable extent of agricultural and commer
cial. She invokes missionary effort, but the most elo
quent of missionaries arealready in the field; they are 
necessity and love of gain. She seems to deprecate 
“individual energy” as the motor, while invoking 
“common social impulse.” But whence should such 
impulse be generated if not from individual energy 
and the examples of its success? Does the fact of 
spontaneity in the “existing cooperations, results of 
individual energy” conflict with their chances of “per
manence?”

That their forms, already practical, may be modified, 
is probable and even desirable; for all that is human 
is mutable and nothing very good yet perfected in 
kind; but where is the indication for legislation found? 
Cooperation limited is a natural law prescribed by ex
pediency, and coexistent with the development of ar
chitecture, from tne log-cabin up to the palace. It 
has usually, in great works like the pyramids, been a 
tyrannical method and in the last century armed 
with machinery, ruined the free guilds and degraded 
the artisan into the operative. Equally in war it 
has degraded the soldiei*  into an appendage to killing 
machines. To universalize it, it suffices to universal
ize machinery on the grand scale; but. the progress of 
invention of_late is subjecting the great motors to per
sonal uses and wills; while free intelligence has also 
learned to coóperate harmoniously. But for Louis 
Napolec-n, it is probable that France, in general lead
ing Europe, would swarm with cooperative trades such 
as Victor Hennequin in la Democratic Pacifique, des
cribed as so thrifty in 1850.

I can see what sort of law would promote coopera
tion, if it were effectively executed, but it could not 
even be passed. It would be a law against strikes, 
which generally prejudicial both to laborers and to 
capitalists, and keeping them in conflict, have absorbed 
and wasted billions that but for this craze might 
have been invested in cooperative associations. In 
denouncing strikes as generally mischievous and 
wasteful, I admit that some have been judicious and 
successful. What has prevented the success of others 
is the interference of State governors in behalf of 
capitalist employers. Mercenary corps, Pinkertons, 
or regular militia, have slaughtered and intimidated 
workmen and placed them at the mercy of employers. 
Hence there is no chance for a free fight, and judged 
by the average issue, strikes are fallacies that betray 
the devotion while exhausting the savings of Trades 
Union men and Knights of Labor. Powderly, who 
after condemning them in principle organized them 
in practice, has recently confessed his despair of them, 
in face of the famished army of the unemployed, and 
the Trades Union papers, the St. Louis Union Record 
in particular, are proposing to the trades to attempt 
cooperative enterprises. Their success will kill the 
wage system and so prevent strikes. Another legisla
tive idea is the state socialists’, of confiscating the 
means of production and placing them in the hands 
of operatives, bound to pay the State a rental. But 
were capitalists all keeping company with Dives, 
leaving their working capitals to their employes, how 
many factions could declare dividends the next 
Christmas? How many would have paid running 
costs? If their engineers and bosses, the capitalizes, 
were united with the operatives, they might produce 
abundantly; but how about sales on exchanges? This 

s the pons asinoru m for agriculture. The difficulty 

consists in transforming intermediary ownership, 
which speculates on profits and absorbs them, into di
rect exchanges between working associations. In the 
successful cooperation among all the branches of 
Turkish silk industry at Ambelakia, the mercantile 
agents, paid like the weavers, by dividends on profits, 
took their turns also at the loom.

Mrs. F. is certainly aware that all oui*  industries 
upon a large scale and where demand for their pro
ducts warrants it, are cooperative under capitalist di
rection. As to free cooperation among working folk, 
that depends on their intelligence, on their sociability, 
and on their possession of the means of production. 
Governments may concur towards these aims by es
tablishing polytechnic institutes, or working schools, 
such as exist free to all in many German cities; also 
by opening everywhere the access to land, in the 
measure of productive labor, free of price or tax. This 
implies confiscations, but would avert a civil war. It 
would promote cooperation, because this is necessary 
for the utilization of labor saving machines, and would 
enable a given number of cooperators to cultivate with 
profit more land eight or ten times, as seen in Dakota, 
near Glyndon, than the same number could on separate 
farms. The others would engage in collateral indus
tries with the cooperative farm for their basis and 
centre of exchanges.

THE CONTROVERSY ON SPIRITUALISM IN 
GERMANY.

By Ludwig Deiniiard.

For some time I have entertained the thought of 
sending an article to The Religio-Philosophical 
Journal which, for the last year and a half, I have 
esteemed highly, and to give its readers a condensed 
account of the contents of the latest book of E. von. 
Hartmann, entitled, “Die Geisterhypothese des Spirit- 
ismus and seine Phan tome.” My doubts, whether the 
readers of The Journal would take sufficient interest 
in contemporaneous German Spiritualist literature, 
were only removed to-day, on seeing in the issue of 
February 14th, 1891, the article on “The Agency of 
Spirits,” in which mention is made of the controversy 
between E. von Harmtann and Alexander Aksakow 
concerning the spiritual hypothesis. In that article 
the year of the publication of Hartmann’s older work: 
‘ ‘Der Spiritismus,” is given erroneously. It was pub
lished as early as 1885; and was translated into Eng
lish, Swedish and Russian. That book, clearly show
ing, as it does, a master’s command of dialectics, has 
been universally considered the heaviest blow which 
has ever been dealt against the spirit hypothesis, even 
among the Spiritualists proper, and now his last pub
lication, issued a few weeks ago, is meant to complete 
that destructive criticism by dealing another, this time, 
a real death blow. In the meantime, however, the 
number of those doing battle for the spirit hypothesis 
has increased in this country as elsewhere, and in 
place of Aksakow, who has become old and half blind, 
there will appear in the arena against Hartmann, and 
as pioneer for the philosophy of Spiritualism in Ger
many, Dr. Carl du Prel.

At the outset it must be borne in mind that Hart
mann, up to this hour, has not taken the first step to 
acquaint himself practically with mediumism proper, 
For him, the apostle of pessimism, who may never have 
had or sought any opportunity for seeing, observing 
and experimenting for himself, the results of sittings 
which others have obtained, have for him only a spec
ulative or purely philosophical interest, and with a 
strong impression he is sure to attempt to reconcile 
them with his own a priori philosophizing.

Considering the state of mediumism at this time in 
Germany, where we have hardly any public mediums, 
and where a seeker after truth in this domain must 
consider himself exceedingly fortunate in having a 
chance to gain some experience of his own, the ab
sence of personal experience and knowledge of me- 
diumistic phenomena cannot be charged upon any in 
a spirit of reproach. I alluded to this great want 
among us in a communication to the editor of The 
Journal not long ago, and it certainly is the greatest 
obstacle to the spread of Spiritualism in Germany. I 
would here repeat the proposition made then, viz.: 

That the editor of The Journal induce a few per
fectly honest and highly developed American mediums 
to make a trip to Europe, to Germany especially. I 
would like to see an expression of opinion from the 
editor on this proposition.

It must be admitted that there is generally much 
^prejudice against American mediums amongst us, 
and that the police would watch them with a 
jealous eye, so that public séances for the present could 
not be thought of, but still there are hundreds in our 
midst who really crave an opportunity for witnessing 
personally some mediumistic experiments. Both in 
Berlin and Munich there is a regular society for psy
chical research, in Munich also a society for scientific 
psychology, of which Dr. Carl du Prel is president— 
the writer of this the vice-president and the members 
of which advocate the metaphysical individualism of 
this philosopher, akin and closely resembling the 
philosophy of American Spiritualism. Besides, in 
most of the larger towns in Germany there is some 
spiritist society, where private mediums are supposed 
to be active, but on this point I have no special in
formation .

Now I wish to state a few points for estimating the 
position of Ed. von Hartmann, by giving the American 
reader a few samples of this thinker’s way pf think
ing concerning the problem of life after death. He 
maintains that the individual is merely a phenomenon 
of the Absolute, when this phenomenon ceases at 
death, the remainder is no individual any more; only 
the absolute, as it is and always was, before it mani
fested itself in individual form. He says:

‘‘None but the thoughtless would see an evil in this. 
Does this open any bad prospect? No, because you must 
admit, that not to be is no evil. And if it is true that 
the present life is an evil, and the prospective one is not, 
then it is a consolation that I give you, when I assure 
you of speedy annihilation. As existences needing conso
lation you get this comfort out of my teachings, how 
then can you call them comfortless? As non-existent 
you certainly will not find them comfortless; Where then, 
is the non-comforting quality hidden? And who are they- 
that cry the loudest and longest after the preservation ot 
their previous individuality? Not the statesman, whose 
deeds are preserved on the pages of history, but the Phil
istine, on whose tombstone we read that he was borne, 
took a wife, and died; who resembles his brothers as 
closely as one egg does another. Just look round about 
you; most of those people, who have really done some
thing, accomplished and achieved something and have 
cause to look back upon their career miss some satis
faction, they long for the rest after the labor, they long 
for the eternh>L sleep, in which they return the soul, that 
was intrusted to them, into the lap of mother nature. 
Only that very ordinary variety of humanity, who never 
have had either the opportunity or the faculty to do any
thing worth mentioning, whereby they could rightfully 
claim to be tired—who have sauntered along the ruts of 
their daily inanity in such an aimless way that they never 
have become conscious of their worthlessness—it is such 
as these that make the greatest ado about this well-de
served rest, as if it was to the Holy of holies, and who 
never conceive the horror of the idea of an individual im
mortality” etc., etc. [From Collected Studies and Essays 
of E. von Hartmann, No. 7, entitled, “Is Pessimism 
without consolation ?”]

A man holding to such views as these, and who has 
been their public exponent for two or more decades, 
in numerous writings, some of which have found à 
large circulation—the * ‘Philosophy of the Uncon
scious, ” has reached a tenth edition—is sure to meet 
the more or less effusive and glowing accounts and 
reports found in the literature of Spiritualism with a 
cool and skeptical head. Then, if he happens to be 
as Hartmann is, a member of the Society for Psychical 
Research in London, no doubt thoroughly familiar 
with its proceedings, he is not likely to be very deeply 
impressed if some one, as Aksakow has done, spreads 
out before him two entire volumes of extracts ran
sacked from any number of Spiritualist publications 
from all over the globe. These constituting the bulk 
of Aksakow’s painstaking work, ‘ ‘Animism and Spir
itualism, ” such an opponent will again and again be 
ready with the objection : Yes, but none of these afij 
counts are psychic experiments conducted with scisP 
title exactness, such as are given in ‘ ‘Phantasmal 
the Living,” for instance. By many E. von HartnS
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is still looked upon as the foremost philosopher of his 
time and his philosophy of pessimism as the creed of 
the intelligent portion of the public, but at the same 
time he has provoked strong opposition in all classes 
of society; so among the Jews, among the different 
orthodox denominations, among the professors at the 
university, etc. His philosophy has called forth 
a whole literature of itself. E. von Hartmann is a 
philosophic writer of prodigious fertility and versa
tility, and has written largely on every branch of 
philosophical inquiry.

From this we may well draw the conclusion that 
the position which a man of such weight and influence 
takes concerning the spiritualistic movement in Ger
many, will certainly make itself felt. Let it be under
stood, once more, that Hartmann himself acknowl
edges the special significance of the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, as studies in experimental psychology, 
etc., but he, like Podmore and other pillars of the 
London Society for Psychical Research, opposes the 
spirit hypothesis, and this will occasion no surprise 
when it comes from a man who for twenty-five years 
has taught that death is the dissolution of individual 
life. The thought of prominent philosophers, like 
that of Kant, for instance, gives evidence of different 
phases of development, and a true philosopher will 
not hesitate to acknowledge the errors of his former 
days, and to correct the same. On a perusal of this 
latest of Hartmann’s publications, ‘ ‘The Spirit Hy
pothesis of Spiritism,” the reader is not impressed 
with the idea that all the author wants is to get at the 
truth. With rare skill and acumen Hartmann points 
out the weak spots, the numerous inaccuracies and 
deficiencies of Aksakow’s work, ‘ ‘Animism and Spirit
ualism,” and then applying all his skill as a dialecti
cian, proceeds to drive the spirit hypothesis from 
every one of its hiding-places to another, and finally 
to demolish it. But how can he succeed in doing this? 
In no other way than by clothing or investing the 
somnambulic dream-consciousness—[This is the 
literal translation, but this term is never used in Eng
lish, and I guess we must say trance-consciousness, or 
better still, trance-condition, of the medium.—Trans.] 
—of the medium with the attribute of omniscience and 
also the capacity to produce all the physical phenom
ena like materializations, impressions in paraffine, 
etc.; assertions which have nowhere been proven, 
and certainly never will be proven.

To prevent my being misunderstood, it is to be 
borne in mind that Aksakow himself, in his above- 
mentioned work, draws a difference, as stated in The 
Journal of February 14th, between personality and 
its inner-mediumistic phenomena, and animism and 
its extra-mediumistic phenomena, and Spiritism 
proper; and only for the latter he takes recourse to 
spirit hypothesis. Even a materialization may take 
place without having to go beyond animism for an ex
planation, as it may arise out of a condensation of the 
fluidic body of the medium. But materializations in 
general, fluidic formations of the various parts of the 
human organism, etc., Aksakow classifies as spiritual 
phenomena. But such Hartmann utterly refuses to 
recognize.

The attribute of omniscience, with which Hartmann 
invests the somnambulic or trance-consciousness of 
the medium, he takes good care to express in terms 
and phrases not so plain and direct. He says, in his 
book just published, p. 60:

As long as we can find the living human beingenrapporZ 
with whom the acquisition of knowledge by means of 
telepathy is at all possible, we are not justified in resort
ing to an alleged rapport with the dead, inasmuch as a 
cause known and actually existing is ever to be given 
preference to one adopted or invented ad hoc and having 
only a hypothetical existence, (of course this is not to be 
disputed). It is true that a rappart between living per
sons presupposes either some kind of co-relation of feeling 
and sentiment, direct or indirect, or of sense-communion 
—psychometric connection—but it can be seen that these 
conditions existed, were complied with in nearly all the 
cases recited by Aksakow, even in those cases where he 
thinks the sympathetic interest to have been entirely ab
sent.

Now such an assumption as this of Hartmann’s,
which would extend the telepathic impossibility of

the medium almost indefinitely, is all that is needed 
for one determined to shut out forever the hypothesis 
of the agency of spirits. If the medium can get impres
sions telepathically from all the living, with whom it 
stands in any kind of soul relationship—and all men 
are thus related—and can draw on them for any 
desired knowledge or information at any time, then it 
would simplify the matter to say, without any circum
locution, that the trance-consciousness of the medium 
was omniscient! Then the spirit hypothesis would 
be still easier to get rid of, and that is what E. von 
Hartmann is trying to do by all means.

But what will the Spiritualist of the United States 
say about expressions like this, p. 73? “It is time that 
almost all Spiritualists are optimists concerning the 
future life, but they have not become such optimists 
by being Spiritualists, but they have taken to Spirit
ualism because they were optimists concerning man’s 
future.”

Isn’t this the reverse of the truth? Have men like 
Prof. Hare, of Philadelphia, felt at all attracted by 
Spiritualism before they began to make experiments 
with mediums? Have not most of the Spiritualists of 
the present day come to Spiritualism from the school 
of materialism through the phenomena of Spiritual
ism?

And again, p. 75. “If one is to live on for no other 
purpose than to be worried about unpaid boot bills, 
that he is now debarred from paying anyhow, then it 
is certainly better not thus to live on. A continued 
existence of this kind is neither comforting nor cheer
ing; it only increases the dread of death. The conso
lation claimed for the belief in immortality is not ap
parent except for optimistic, life-thirsting natures; 
the pessimist would only feel the more oppressed by 
the spiritist’s proof that death does not end all.” 
Surely this is pessimism dyed in the wool, wilfully 
deaf and blind to every idea of progressive develop
ment after the change called death. “Love’s labor 
lost!” applies to the indefatigable efforts of Aksakow 
to move this stubborn pessimist Hartmann to an 
acknowledgment of the spirit hypothesis. And, like 
Hartmann, will the whole following of pessimism 
hereafter, no less than before the appearance of 
Aksakow’s laborious work, look down upon the 
little flock of avowed Spiritualists in Germany with a 
pitying smile.

At the head of this little band of convinced Spirit
ualists stands a man of eminent ability as a philoso
pher. As an author, his works are not so numerous 
nor, so far, nearly as much read as Hartmann’s, but 
they are likely to be fully appreciated by a later gen
eration, at a time when the pessimism and crude ma
terialism of - to-day shall have given way to the doc
trine of metaphysical individualism and to Spiritual
ism. This man. Dr. Carl du Prel, first became known 
through his “Philosophy of Mysticism,” and may be 
known to such readers of The Journal who can 
interest themselves in the study of an abstruse class of 
philosophical works.

Du Prel’s thought has passed through the school of 
Kant and Schopenhauer, and later he was led to the 
more thorough study of somnambulism, in which he 
discovered the germs of a being transcending its pres
ent temporal conditions, and out of this study grew 
the work just mentioned. The somnambulic con
sciousness—according to Du Prel the thinking and 
organizing principle of man—manifesting, as it does, 
those wonderful faculties of clairvoyance and capaci
ties for healing, supplied him with irrefragible proof 
of the individual’s continued existence after the bodily 
dissolution. But not until later did Du Prel find his 
own philosophical interpretation of human life and 
destiny fully confirmed by the teachers of Spiritual
ism.

Du Prel, with his doctrine of the transcendental 
subject (essence), is in perfect accord with Ger
many’s greatest philosopher, Kant, who as long as a_ 
hundred years ago affirmed the .doctrine of the intel 
ligible world. [Literally, no doubt, he means to say, 
affirmed the doctrine of man’s being essentially a 
spirit, and that there is a world of spiritual intelli
gence.—Trans.] The German anti-materialistic peri-

odical, “Sphinx,” contained frequent leading articles 
by Du Prel. In its March number, 1891, Du Prel will 
have an article defending Aksakow against Hartmann’s 
assault. In that article the merit of Aksakow’s labors 
and the claims of the spirit hypothesis will be ably 
and strikingly set forth. Aksakow himself is hardly 
able to wield the pen any longer. 1

THE SCIENCE OF THE STARS.

By Author of “The Light of Egypt.”

Seeing that The Open Court of The Journal 
grants perfect freedom for the expression of honest 
opinion upon subjects which may possess but an in
direct relationship with the philosophy of modern 
Spiritualism, the present writer takes the liberty to 
offer a few remarks in defense of that much-abused, 
grossly-misrepresented and generally misunderstood 
subject, “Judicial Astrology.” ,

Vastly too many, otherwise learned, people in these 
days take things for granted, because they have been 
taught such and such ideas in school or college in
stead of using reason and mustering up sufficient ability 
and moral courage to investigate all things which admit 
of proof for themselves. In this connection I would ask 
the college-bred, book-learned readers to ask themselves 
how much encouragement the study of mesmerism, 
Spiritualism, etc., etc., received from their professors? 
If they be honest they must admit that all such studies 
were relegated to the limbo of • ‘defunct” superstitions. 
It was only when their learned preconceptions were 
abandoned that truth enlightened their dark minds 
and gave them a gleam of eternal sunlight to illumine 
their benighted understandings. It is this college- 
born preconception of unpopular subjects that propo- 
gates error and clogs the wheels of truth. Faraday, 
who was certainly a typical example of the strictly 
philosophical mind, warned the rising generation of 
scientific students against “presumptuous judgment,” 
which he candidly asserted to be ‘ ‘the besetting intel
lectual vice of the time.” And when we carefully^ 
remove Mr. J. G. Jackson’s prejudice—his school- 
born preconceptions against astrology—we shall find 
that he has not one atom of ground whereon to rest 
his personal feeling against astrology. He candidly 
admits that he does not understand astrology, and 
yet hastens with most unpraiseworthy zeal to maltreat 
a venerable science that has claimed the respectful 
attention of great intellects, and to expose his own 
ignorance upon the subject.

I am perfectly aware that a great number of The 
Journal’s readers will, from the pure mental bias of 
custom and education alone, be inclined to accept Mr 
Jackson’s views. In this course they have each the 
right of individual opinion. But I would respectfully 
ask them to reflect a little, and, before pronouncing 
judgment, ask themselves the following simple ques
tions: Does Mr. Jackson understand anything what
ever of the subject he publicly condemns? Did Spir
itualists rest contented with the usual a priori off
hand reasoning of the so-called scientific men (?) who 
while they had never examined the phenomena never
theless hastened to ridicule the subject out of court? 
Is it a fact that all the ancient learning is nothing 
but the 1 ‘defunct” superstitions of a dark and barbar
ous age, which the science of only ten years ago- de
clared it to be? On the contrary, are not these very 
“defunct” superstitions of witchcraft, necromancy 
and second sight, etc., etc., completely justified and 
vindicated as an eternal truth to-day in the generally 
wide acceptance of various psychological phenomena 
—science again to the contrary, notwithstanding? Do 
not these facts call for a little reflection and at least 
some reasonable amount of hesitation in accepting 
blindly the dictum of the schools and reflecting their 
dogmatic presumptuous opinions? And lastly, let me 
ask, is it right or honest for any man, no matter who 
he may be or what his anilities are in other respects, 
to condemn unheard and ridicule without reason any 
subject of which he is professedly ignorant—of which 
he has taken no pains whatever to thoroughly and 
impartially inform himself? In my humble opinion 
the answers to these questions can only point one
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way, and that is in favor of real knowledge, of actual 
proof—the result of critical research.

“Astrology, per se, is a combination of two sciences, 
viz.: astronomy and correspondences. These two are 
related to each other as hand and glove; the former 
deals with suns, moons, planets, stars and systems, 
and Strictly confines its researches to a knowledge of 
their size, distance and motion, while the latter deals 
with the spiritual, occult and physical influences of 
the same bodies, first upon each other, then upon the 
earth, and, lastly, upon the organism of man; astron
omy is the external lifeless glove, correspondences 
the living hand within.11 This being so, it naturally 
follows that the mere astronomer who would popu
larly be supposed to know all about the matter, may, 
in reality, be as ignorant of astrological law as the 
Italian organ mendicant is of the music (?) which he 
daily grinds out to the public. And, in real fact, most 
astronomers, and merely scientific men are indeed as 
ignorant of astrology as the automatic machine which 
sets the type is ignorant of literary composition.

Having personally investigated the rules and claims 
of ancient astrology, as well as carefully examined 
and tested the teachings of nearly all modern writers, 
in an impartial manner, I can assert of a very truth 
that astrology, when divested of its manifold errors 
and its many false trappings and drapery, stands forth 
as the one great divine science of life, if there be such 
a thing as perceptible divinity. Thus far, then, I 
have so much in my favor, viz.: I know whereof I am 
writing. Mr. J. G. Jackson knoweth not. Such are 
our relative positions on this subject. At the same 
time I must candidly admit that astrology is, perhaps, 
above all other sciences the most delicate and difficult 
to test and comprehend by the young investigator. 
But if patience be exercised and common sense largely 
drawn upon, in the cases under consideration, the 
scientific expert will find the laws of astrology resting 
upon the rock of eternal truth. Its laws and prin
ciples are the laws and principles of universal nature, 
and are based upon the simple dual powers of action 

. d reaction, attraction, repulsion, activity and re
pose. And, when rightly understood, no human 
knowledge is of greater import in the various sections 
and departments of physical life than that obtainable 
for the horoscope of a person’s birth.

It is all very well for the conceited cynic to smile 
at these statements—the outcome of long years of 
laborious research—the laugh is always the argument 
of the demented and the fool, but those who doubt my 
word, and are earnest in this search for truth, can, if 
they will, put the whole subject to a practical test.

A few more words and I am done. Vast piles of 
superstitious nonsense and mystical rubbish were in
termixed with and draped around the fair form of 
astrology during the Dark Ages. This must be al
lowed for, because the mediaeval astrologers were no 
wiser, no better than their mediaeval times and sur
roundings, in the most recent works, most of these 
errors, even if given, are pointed out and the reader 
cautioned. Consequently there is no excuse for people 
now-a-days to reproduce any such nonsense and ask 
if such be the teachings of astrology. Because medi
aeval superstition and fortune-telling no more belongs 
to the pure ancient astrology of the Egyptian Heiro- 
phants than the pope of Rome and his dogmatic rituals 
belonged to the simple-minded Christians of the prim
itive apostolic days. Further, astrology has nothing 
whatever in common with modern quacks and fortune
tellers, nor with “decks of cards.” And when we 
read in a spiritualistic paper of a Chicago magician 
manipulating a pack of cards*  and asserting that such 
card rigging is a branch of Egyptian astrology, and 
further, that it is possible by some inexplicable hocus- 
pocus or other for the cards and the heavenly constel
lations to be en rapport with each other, I can in sor
row and in truth forgive all and everything that men 
of position and brains have said against the sacred 
science of the stars. What other conclusion, than 
that of imposture, could they come to, with such ex
amples before them? I only request a hearing, and 
simply ask them in the cause of truth itself to ignore 
or condemn all such false, self-evident delusions, and 
to expose upon every occasion the villainy and ignor

ant juggling pretentions of all such ceremonial magi
cians, who are either frauds or fools, which, I can 
only leave to the calm judgment of my readers.

Glen Aldek, Cummings, Cal.
»To guard against any wrong impression as to the value of cardB as 

aids to divination, I will add that I am perfectly acquainted with nearly 
every method known, including “The Tarot,” which is the only Egyp
tian system extant. But this Chicago magician practiced nothing of 
the kind; it was simply one of the stalest tricks that we witnoss in the 
sllght-of-hand juggler in a travelling circus, nothing more. If the ac
count be true, which I very much doubt, I cannot think anyone silly 
enough to be so easily deceived.

WIVES NOW AND THEN.
Jackson, the Englishman, who abducted his wife, 

argued in court that “a man is the owner of his own 
wife.” The court permitted the wife to choose her 
own residence. A correspondent of the Inter Ocean, 
an Englishman, calls attention to the fact that until 
recently wife-selling in England was in vogue, and it is 
not much more than a hundred years ago perhaps, 
when Englishmen led their wives with a halter to a 
market place and sold them as they would cows. Says 
this writer:

Wives were sold at Smithfield market, in London, 
on that ground that, a United States Senator as he 
approached it took off his hat and walked bare-headed 
across it, and when rebuked by one of his countrymen 
present as humiliating retorted: “It is a homage 
justly due, and which I am proud to render, for one- 
half of its soil is made up of the bones of its sons who 
have fallen there in the cause of civil and religious 
liberty.”

A part of that liberty in the last, and in part of this 
century, was the right of an Englishman to sell his 
wife and children in the market place. Was it from 
that right? emanated the couplet: 
‘A glorious charter, deny if you can. 
Is breathed in the words, ‘I’m an Englishman.’ ”
******

A fellow sold his wife as a cow in Sheffield market
place a few days ago. The lady was put into the 
hands of a butcher, who held her by a halter fastened 
around her wasit. “What do you ask for your cow?” 
said a bystander. “A guinea,” replied the husband. 
“Done!” cried the other, and immediately led away 
his bargain. We understand that the purchaser and 
his “cow” live very happily together.—Buncasler Ga
zette, March 25,1803.

On the 11th of last month a person sold, at the 
market cross, in Chapel en la Frith, a wife, a child, 
and as much furniture as would set up a beggar, for 
eleven shillings.—Morning Herald, March 11, 1802.

A butcher sold his wife by auction at the last 
market day at Hereford. The lot brought 11. 4s. and 
a bowl of punch.—Morning Herald, April 16, 1806.

One of those disgraceful scenes; which have of late 
become too common, took place on Friday se ’nnight 
at Knavesborough. Owing to some jealousy, or other 
family difference, a man brought his wife, equipped 
in the usual style, and sold her at the market cross 
for 6d and a quid of tobacco.—Morning Post, October 
10, 1807.

‘‘A man named John Gartshorpe exposed his wife 
for sale at the market at Hull about 1 o’clock, but 
owing to the crowd which such an extraordinary 
occurrence had brought together, he was obliged 
to defer the sale and take her away. About 4 o’clock, 
however, he again brought her out and she was sold 
for 20 guineas and delivered with a halter, to a per
son named Houseman, who had lodged with them for 
four or five years.”—Morning Post, 1807.

THE SECRET MAIL.
What is known as the “secret mail” of India has 

for more than a generation perplexed the English 
mind, and is still a profound mystery, although num
berless attempts have been made to explain it, says the 
Providence Journal. Every one who has lived long in 
Asiatic countries is aware that the accurate knowledge 
of important happenings at a distance is often pos
sessed by the natives a considerable time before it is 
obtained by the government, and even though special 
facilities had been provided for the transmission of the 
news. This was frequently and conspicuously illus
trated throughout the Sepoy rebellion. Happenings 
occurring hundreds of miles away were usually known 
in the bazars hours and sometimes days before the 
news reached the authorities, and the information ob
tained was regarded as so trustworthy that the na
tives speculated upon it even to the full extent of 
their fortunes. Indeed upon one occasion the ‘ ‘secret 
mail” beat the government courier by fully twelve 
hours, although every endeavor had been made to se
cure the swiftest dispatch.

The Hindoos themselves say, when they consent to 

talk about it at all, that they depend neither upon 
horses nor men, and have no secret code of signals, 
but that they do possess a system of thought trans
mission which is as familiar to them as is the electric 
telegraph to the Western world. Any one may accept 
this explanation that will. But though most people, 
with less fondness for the mysterious and a better 
knowledge of the weaknesses of the Hindoos for making 
riddles of the simplest facts, will look for a more pro
saic explanation, it remains to be said that none has 
been forthcoming. The “secret mail” is no indubit
able reality, and, no Westerner has ever succeeded in 
solving its mystery. If news is transmitted by sig
nals, no one has ever seen the signalers; nor if there 
is a vast system of stages in operation, covering hun
dreds and thousands of miles, has any one ever come 
across any of its machinery? And indeed it would 
seem that some means of communication must be at 
the command of the natives more rapid than horses or 
runners.

DID THEY SEE ANYTHING?

I was visiting at an old house in South Wales, 
writes a contributor to Light. It had once been an 
abbey. The refectory was quite perfect and formed 
part of the kitchen premises. The cells were still in
tact. but had been built over when the old place was 
converted into a dwelling house. They were used 
partly as wine cellars and some were quite empty. A 
small narrow staircase ran down to them from one 
corner of the large entrance-hall. My hostess had 
two very fine dogs; they were constantly with us and 
went up with us at night, sleeping in our rooms. We 
often heard noises, but one night they were so contin
ued anddistinct that we thought someone must have got 
into the cellars. It was very late when we were leaving 
the drawing room; all the servants had been asleep for 
hours and were quite out of hearing. We felt nervous, 
but it seemed very necessary to ascertain by some means 
what the sound was. It occurred to me to open the 
staircase door and send the two dogs down. I expect
ed them to rush down at once, but to our astonish
ment they hung back in evident fear, cringing and 
trembling. We listened for some seconds, but could 
hear nothing, and to reassure my hostess, who was of 
an extremely nervous temperament, and likely to keep 
awake all night from fear of the possibility of there 
being someone concealed there, I went down holding 
the light well forward; there were only two small 
empty cells; I could see quite into them and there was 
nothing there. The two dogs had come on behind me, 
but were shivering and trembling, and would not go 
on. Did they see anything which I could not per
ceive?

JUSTICE AND MERCY.

By Lelia Belle Hewes.

“The quality of mercy is not strained,
It droppelh as the gentle rain from heaven, 
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blessed. 
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes, 
’Tis mightiest in the mightiest. It becomes 
The throned monarch better than his crown. 
............... We do pray for mercy!
And that same prayer doth teach us all, to render, 
The deeds of mercy!”

In ancient Greek mythology we read of Tisiphone 
with her whip of scorpions, and of her sister Furies 
Alecto and Megrera. We are also told in poem and 
legend of the Graiaeand the Gorgons, particularly Me
dusa whose gaze froze the beholder into stone. There 
were the Fates too, Clotho,Lachesis and Atropos. All 
these personifications of anger and revenge were 
originally the ideals of the savage, who was always 
clamoring loudly for retaliation! “A life for a life! 
Hurt for a hurt! An eye for an eye and a tooth for a 
tooth?” This is the same spirit as that expressed in 
the old nursery rhyme:

“Tit for tat! Butter for fat!
You’ve killed my dog, I’ll kill your cat!”
How much like the ideal of Rhadamanthus belong

ing to a more progressive epoch. Rhadamanthus, the 
just judge, who ruled with equity the infernal regions 
and the dwelling places of the dead, and who weighed 
one against the other, the good and bad actions of the 
individual!

Representatives of the highest attainment of the 
human intellect, have in all ages, declared the cen-
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tral fact of the universe to be justice! “With what
soever measure ye mete it shall be measured to you 
again!” In most of the poetic concepts of the race. 
Justice and virtue figure as feminine divinities, a 
compliment presumably to the generally more upright 
lives, the keener insight and closer intuitions of the 
(alleged) gentler sex. The Furies and Fates, by the 
way, instruments of the righteous indignation of the 
major gods, were also feminine personifications. They 
were supposed to make matters uncomfortably warm 
for evil doers! Nemesis, that terrible goddess, was 
nothing more nor less that retribution. She was the 
personification of the horrors of remorse, the reproach
ful voice of an awakened conscience!

Ideas of justice and mercy are often confounded, 
one with the other. Is it likely that there can be any 
unmerciful justice meted out to any one? Similarly, 
where do you find an illustration of unjust mercy? 
The trouble is in the confounding of terms, many good 
people fancying leniency and mercy to be one and the 
same. There are to be found everywhere instances 
of unjust leniency, mistaken toleration of error or 
wrong doing. The representative leaders of human 
thought however, are always calling our attention 
to the fact that upon the wrong doer himself the evil 
consequences wrought by him must ultimately fall, 
be those consequences productive of greater or less 
suffering.

Thomas Carlyle, in his “Past and Present,” ex
claims: “Alas! How many causes are there that can 
plead for themselves well in the courts of Westmin
ster, and yet in the general court of the universe, and 
free soul of man, have no word to utter!..........We
shall do well to ask ourselves the question: What says 
that high and highest court to the verdict? For it is 
the court of courts, that same wherein the universal 
soul of fact, and very truth, sits president! And 
thitherward more and more swiftly, with a really ter
rible increase of swiftness, all causes do in these days 
crowd for revisal, for confirmation, for modification, 
for reversal with costs! Dost thou know that court? 
Hast thou had any law practice there?”

In certain old classic stories, the themes, the per
sonification of justice, of law, stands at the right hand 
of Jupiter, the king of the gods. So should law, the 
administrator of exact justice, take her station at the 
right hand of conscience, the ministering angel of our 
higher numanity! No statute, no recorded sentiment 
of human convictions and beliefs, should be made the 
^ngtrument of passion, a wretched slave attendant 
upuir-a tyrant, a chore-maid who does our dirty work 
and is jeered at by the coarse and ignorant. Law 
should not descend upon the erring, like a fury, upon 
her victim, but should rather be a reminder, a good 
angel to hint the right course to one as yet undecided 
where to go or what to do! Law, properly under
stood, is as much a benefit to the criminal as to the 
virtuous class! It protects every individual in the 
exercise of his own personal rights. It keeps the 
foolish and the ignorant within bounds, and prevents 
them from injuring others! It is an aid in the pro
cess of human development. It is intended to restrain 
the dangerous elements in the unfolding of human 
character.

It is better to say ‘ ‘consequence” than to use the 
commoner term “punishment.” If I place my hand 
in the fire, the natural result or consequence is a more 
or less painful burn. Such a consequence cannot, 
under ordinary conditions, be avoided. There is 
neither fictitious “punishment” (which some people 
confound with the term “justice”) nor fictitious 
“mercy” about it. Similarly, retribution for wrong
doing must come sooner or later. Consequence must 
follow action. Nothing can avert human responsi
bility or the consequences of human error. Here, too, 
comes in the vital fact that ‘ ‘Ignorance of the law ex
cuses no one.” The child who “did not know any 
better” is burnt as badly, under the violation of cer
tain conditions, as is the most intellectual monarch of 
the race, who fully comprehends the nature and uses 
of fire as an element. “Good laws,” says Prof. 
Swing, “are stored-up justice and wisdom.” Worthy 
ordinances and enactments are simply expressions of 
human intelligence and progress, waymarks of ad
vancement in the history of the human race. Charles 
Sumner declared emphatically that “no question was 
ever settled until it was settled right.” All influences 
which prevent crime, in however petty beginnings, or 
lessen on the part of the individual any tendency, 
however slight, toward error and evil, are a help at 
once to the best and worst classes of our common hu
manity. The observation, ‘ ‘So long as the liberty of 
the meanest individual is at stake, my liberty is at 
stake,” should live in the memory of all conscientious 
human beings. Whatever assistance the individual 
can give toward the enforcement of a proper public 
sentiment should be recognized as a duty by the indi
vidual. Such duty should never be shirked or avoided. 
Law is the warning uttered, the signal given, “Dan
ger! Look out!” It is the line of demarcation. It is 
the deserved reprimand for, the merited consequence 
of, our individual actions. It is the “Go and sin no 
more” of the Master! Legal formalities of themselves 

are mere dead letters, blank scrolls, empty and un
meaning records. Without the soul of public senti
ment animating them, they are corpses and should be 
burned or buried. Is it your duty to convince your 
neighbor that he is in the wrong? It is never your 
duty to quarrel with him! You call unto your aid 
law, the divine Themis, hand-maid of the gods, dwel
ler in the heavens, ruler of the world, the central fact 
of the visible and invisible universe, not arbitrary, 
but suggestive, not backed by blind passion, brute 
force and tyranny, but upheld by intelligence and 
reason!

Hoopeston, III.

TRUE STORIES OF STRANGE EVENTS.

Under the title of “My Supernatural Autobio
graphy.” Julian Hawthorne relates some strange and 
interesting events as follows:

When I was a boy of twelve or thirteen, I used to 
sit and watch a hand holding a pencil, moving to and 
fro over a sheet of paper. The place was suitable for 
ghosts and all who were familiar with it declared it 
to bo haunted. It was an ancient Italian villa, or 
castle, perched on a hill of the town Apennines, over
looking a wide valley with a historic river winding 
through it. There was a tower at one end of it, in 
which a political captive had been imprisoned more 
than 200 years before. An owl now occupies the 
gloomy chamber in which he used to languish; but 
after sunset it would flap noiselessly round the battle
ments of the tower, emitting its soft, long-drawn cry. 
Bats there were also in abundance. And several 
times, as I lay on the tiled roof up aloft, watching the 
great comet that arched across the horizon of the val
ley, I have heard my name called in the air, just over 
the parapet. There was a clean drop there of seventy 
feet to the ground.

In the body of the edifice there was a sort of cell, or 
oratory, massively constructed of stone, with groined 
ceiling. This was the special abiding place of the 
ghost. One night, my sister, having occasion to go 
there, set the candle on the mantel-piece. As she 
was stooping over a chest in the corner, she noticed 
her shadow glide along the wall. Turning, she saw 
that the candle had been placed on the table, several 
yards from its former position. But no one except 
herself was in that part of the house.

An immense place it was, with upwards of forty 
large rooms. As there were only five of us in the 
family, we each had a suite of five or six apartments. 
My bed-room was at the end of the west wing; five 
rooms opening into one another, intervened between 
that one and a huge reception hall in the center of 
the building. Often, in the dark of the night, I have 
waked up, and heard some one pacing to and fro in 
these rooms, and the rustle of a long skirt sweeping 
on the bare wooden floors. I used to suppose it was 
my mother: and it was not until some years later that 
I discovered that it was either my imagination—or 
something else. As to that I can only say that none 
of us children had the least fear of ghosts, or knew 
that anybody feared them. We had never been 
frightened by injudicious means.

However, to go back to that hand. It was a white, 
well-shaped woman’s hand, with long, slender fingers 
and a turquoise ring on one finger. I must not make 
a mystery of this. It was the hand of a fair young 
American lady who, years after, leaped or fell from a 
steamboat in Long Island sound, and so vanished from 
this world. But at the time I write of she was a wo
man of happy disposition and singular intelligence, and 
was a graduate of a famous Western college. Greek 
and the Calculus was as familiar to her as figs and 
grapes were to me. Either her education, or a nat
ural basis of mind, once rendered her rather skeptical 
in her views; nowadays she might have been called an 
agnostic. Nevertheless she possessed (though she 
herself despised and ridiculed it) that still unexplained 
power or susceptibility that we have agreed to call 
mediumistic. She was a “writing medium.”

It was the era of the Fox Sisters, and of Home. 
Spiritualism has not lost its novelty. Science has 
delivered no verdict, and nobody knows whether 
to believe or not. But there was an English 
lady living near us, whose poetry was read by all Eng
land and America, who was a believer, and often dis
coursed with earnestness on the subject; and one day 
she said; “If we only had a medium!—” Where
upon, this American girl-graduate that I speak of, out 
of the kindness of her heart, but with some reluctance, 
intimated that she believed that she had some little 
faculty in that way.... but that she could not, herself, 
place the least credence in the supernatural origin of 
the phenomena,

To make a long story short—for who could resist 
the urging of that little brown-eyed woman of genius 
who was a lyric in herself?—our medium consented to 
an experiment; and for a couple of weeks thereafter, 
while seven or eight of us sat round the table in the 
great Italian hall, the pencil in her white hand would 
be driven along the paper, now under one unseen im

pulse, now under another, she regarding it with a look 
half apprehensive, half incredulous; but all of us huge
ly interested. Our deceased friends and relatives 
announced themselves one after another, and expressed 
sentiments of unimpeachable morality and virtuous 
exhortation—just what anyone would have expected 
of such good and respectable persons; and the thing 
was becoming a trifle monotonous, and the medium 
was writing that more useful ways of employing one’s 
leisure might be found; when, all of a sudden..........

Draw up closer, the story begins here. Her hand 
which had been moving methodically along under the, 
direction of the spirit of my maternal grandfather and 
had just written the words, “we study causes” was 
suddenly and violently seized upon as it were by a new 
and turbulent influence almost knocking the pencil out 
of her fingers and hurrying it onward in a quite origi
nal handwriting, uncouth and heedless and moreover 
incorrect in orthography. The medium started and 
looked troubled; a wave of interest ran around the 
circle; she bent forward and spoke out the words; “I 
must speak with Mr. Hawthorne, I want his sym
pathy.”

My father laughed. He had deprecated and made 
fun of the whole business from the beginning. But’ 
with the courtesy of a man of the world, and an ex
consul of the United States, he consented ta listen to 
a communication which seemed to convey such ur
gency. Who was the vehement petitioner?

In the course of the next half hour we had as much 
of her history as she ever confided to us. Her name 
was Mary Rondel. She was born in Boston a hundred 
years before. She had died there, in pain and misery, 
while still a young woman. Her troubles had their 
source in a certain member of our own family, with 
whom she had been intimately acquainted. She was 
not happy even yet, and Mr. Hawthorne’s sympathy 
she must and would have.

But how shall I indicate the weird, curious and yet 
pathetic impression that was produced, not more by 
the matter than by the manner of her communications? 
Mary Rondel was bitterly in earnest; she would be 
heard; she upset the propriety of all our other 
spiritual friends; it was in vain that they attempted to 
assure us that she was a bad, improper, untruthful, ill- 
conditioned creature. In the midst of their ^ous 
homilies she would swoop down, snatch the pencil, 
and send it staggering in violent evolutions along the 
page; her langauge was anything but conventional; 
nay, it sometimes became indiscreet, if not scandalous. 
Occasionally our refined little medium would protest 
and remove her hand from the table. But no sooner" ., 
did she resume, then Mary was at it again. She 
would not be denied. She was a temperament, a will, 
a person. Of all our long procession of communicants, 
she alone showed an unmistakable and vivid individu
ality. We would have known her had we met her on 
the street. She had been waiting in the dark void of 
the unseen world, for the better part of a century, for 
an opportunity to speak and declare herself, and she 
was not going to let it go unimproved. And yet the 
poor creature knew not what to say—only that she 
admired Mr. Hawthorne’s sympathy. But what good 
it was to do her, or by what right she demanded it, we 
were not informed.

He assured her that he would not and did not sym
pathize with her, hoping, thereby, to pacify her and 
so get rid of her. But no—she clung to us all the 
tighter. Having at length found a sympathizer, she 
would henceforth cling to him. It soon became im- ’ 
possible to get communications from anybody except 
Mary Rondel; and, since the atmosphere she brought 
with her was clearly unheavenly, the seances were 
finally abandoned; and that was the end of Mary, so 
far as we were concerned.

Now, the sequel was strange, we returned to Amer
ica two or three years later, and four years after that. 
father died. Some venerable maiden cousins of ours 
sent us, some months subsequently, a box of old 
books and papers that had belonged to our family in 
the last century. Among the books was a dilapidated 
copy of Sir Philip Sydney’s “Arcadia,” bearing date 
1586. On the fly-leaves were the autographs of a 
number of our ancestors, from the first emigrant down 
to Daniel Hawthorne, who, history says, commanded 
a privateer during the Revolution. And on the broad 
margin at the bottom of the tenth page was inscribed, 
in faded brown ink, a woman’s name, “Mary Rondel.” 
It is before me as I write, an ill-formed name, but 
showing character.

After some reflection, I remembered the circumstances 
under which I had seen that name before. Searching 
further into the book, I came upon the love sonnets 
and stanzas in the latter part of the volume; but sev
eral of these had been marked round With a pen, and 
such glosses written in the margin as “Pray, mistris, 
read this;” or “Read this as if I myself spake it.” 
Some of these writings were in the chirography of 
Daniel Hawthorne; others, in another hand. I sur
mised that the book had once been read, jointly, by 
two lovers, who had taken t^is indirect means of inti
mating their sentiments.

The longer I meditated upon the matter, the more
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interested I became. At last I wrote a letter to those 
old maiden cousins, and, without saying anything 
about the spiritual experience in the Italian villa, I 
enquired whether they were cognizant of any family 
traditions connected with a person called Mary Ron
del. Here is their reply:

“Dear Cousin..........A Miss Mary Rondel, of Boston,
knew one of your uncles, Daniel Hawthorne, about 
1775. The story will not interest you, it is not cred
itable to either party. It ended unfortunately; there 
had been some talk of a marriage, but their relations 
were broken off, and 1 am unable to say what became 
of the young woman. Your uncle afterwards fitted 
out a privateer,” etc., etc.

No; I don’t pretend to explain it. I simply give 
you the facts. Take off the shade from the lamp. 
That is enough for one evening.

“Psychognosis” is the title which M. Guibal 
has adopted for a new and certainly very remarkable 
development of what is familiar to us under the name 
of the thought-reading process, says the London Daily 
News. The method adopted by M. Guibal may be 
briefly described, stating, by way of introduction, that 
on Saturday afternoon he submitted it to the severest 
and closest test to which it could be subjected at the 
hands of an audience composed mainly of press men 
and members of the medical profession, among whom 
was Dr. Bond, of Westminster Hospital.

Miss Greville, M. Guibal’s medium, is a young lady 
of prepossessing appearance, clad in flowing white 
robes. After mesmerizing his subject M. Guibal col
lected from his audience a dozen or so pieces of pa
per, on which they had written their several requests.

Then the seance began. M. Guibal never uttered a 
word. At a motion of his hand Miss Greville, whose 
eyes were undoubtedly closed, rose from her seat, de
scended the steps from the stage to the audience, and 
unhesitatingly made her way to a gentleman in the 
front row of the stalls, and, taking a piece of paper 
and pencil from his hands, wrote the figures 65. She 
next, simply guided by M. Guibal’s hand, though 
sometimes he was behind her and sometimes in front, 
but never close to her, went to a gentleman and took 
off his hat. Finding her way to another gentleman 
she felt his pulse. From another she took an umbrella 
and gave three taps on the ground with it. She next 
took a jjocketbook and selected a particular article, 
and from a cardcase belonging to another gentleman 
she extracted three cards and gave them to him. A 
well known journalist had submitted a difficult task, 
which was to take his watch and chain and place it in 
Capt. Molesworth’s pocket.

This was done without any hesitation. Other things 
were set her to do upon the stage, all of which were 
performed to the absolute satisfaction of those who 
had demanded them. Throughout the whole séance 
there was no faltering or hesitation, no rushing about 
with the hand of the medium tightly pressed to the 
forehead by another person, and then, after a number 
Of mistakes, hitting by hook or by crook, upon the 
right thing at last. The accuracy of each divination 
was as astonishing as the readiness with which it was 
accomplished.

There was no questioning the bona tides of the 
audience. They were mostly all known to each other, 
and, though they went in no unfriendly spirit of criti
cism, they did their best to test M. Guibal’s ability. 
The requests of the audience were only known to 
those who wrote them and to M. Guibal himself, and 
and they were not announced until each demand had 
been satisfied.

CAN ANIMALS SEE SPIRITS?

We have printed some evidence on this topic, and 
now add a letter which has just appeared in Rod and 
Gun, March 14th. The evidence is very strong that 
dumb animals are conscious of the presence of 
“ghosts” and are painfully affected thereby. For 
instance, Owasso (Slade’s familiar) made himself pain
fully evident to the consciousness of a cat whom he 
declared beforehand his intention of frightening. 
Such records will be welcome, if duly authenticated, 
in these pages.

Sm,—There is reason to believe that they can. At 
any rate, I have a very remarkable fact to state.

There is in Devonshire a large, rambling old house, 
which has long had the reputation of being haunted. 
Family after family tried to make it their home. One 
after another • they gave it up for the same cause— 
frequent spectral ongoings in one of the corridors. 
Sometimes the ghost was seen by one member of the 
household while it was invisible to others close by; 
sometimes mysterious sounds showed thè ghost to 
be about while he was not visible to any of the watch
ers. The family who last occupied the house thought 
that a good fierce dog might settle the problem—on 
the supposition that the ghost was a human trickster.

Therefore a sanguinary bulldog was called in. On 
the first night of the dog's residence the spectral rat- 

tlings were heard. The watchers went to the cor
ridor, taking the detective with him. The dog needed 
little hounding on. True to the instincts of his tribe, 
he rushed foremost to the scene, barking savagely; 
the watchers followed!

Suddenly, when halfway through the corridor, the 
dog stopped, and gazed in terror upwards. His tail 
dropped between his legs; and after staring for a mo
ment into the air, he slunk slowly, shivering, away. 
He had seen the ghost. The curious part of the epi
sode was that on that particular occasion the spectre 
was invisible to the human eye.

This story was told to me in the United Universities 
Club the other day by a friend with whom I had been 
talking over certain strange tales about dogs that had 
appeared in Rod and Gun. He himself knew the family 
in whose occupency of the house the strange incident 
had occurred, intimately. He assured me that he 
could no more doubt their tale than he could doubt 
any human statement; and added that the late Mr. 
Darwin considered the matter of such importance that 
it made even him refrain from taking it for granted 
that all stories of apparitions were unfounded in fact.

The great Dr. Fraser, Bishop of Manchester, wrote 
an elaborate essay in order to show that, while many 
stories of apparitions are so well authenticated as to 
be incapable of challenge, spectres have never any 
objective existence, but are mere projections from 
subjective apprehension. His theory was that there 
is telepathic communication, on occasions of extrem
ity, between the minds of two persons closely associa
ted by the ties of affection—that, for example, the 
spirit of a dying man yearningly thinking of his wife 
is able to communicate his extremity to hei‘ spirit, 
howsoever far away she may be—and that, preterna
turally becoming conscious of what is happening, the 
mind of the person communicated with, reversing the 
ordinary process of cognition, affects the eye, which, 
in its turn, projects a vision of the actual facts— 
‘ •visualises'” the scene, as the learned bishop phrased it.

This explanation of the undoubted phenomena of 
apparitions seemed exceedingly reasonable. It ac
counted for apparitions by reference to natural func
tions of the human soul and intellect—by calling at
tention to a sense which had never before been 
observed, or at least defined. But if this strange 
story from Devonshire is to be accepted as true, Dr. 
Fraser’s theory must be held disproved; for the bis
hop’s theory implied that only the person mainly con
cerned—only the person to whom the telepathic com
munication was made—could be conscious of the appa
rition.—IK., in Light, Pall Mall, London.

“A curious circumstance, which only came to my 
knowledge several years after my residence in this 
house in Rittenhouse Square seems to me to possess 
sufficiently the qualities of a good ghost story to be 
worth preserving. The house was so constructed that 
a room half-way between the ground floor and the 
story immediately above it, commanded the flight of 
stairs leading to the latter, and the whole landing or 
passage on which the room, on that floor opened.

“These rooms were my bed and dressing rooms, the 
drawing rooms and dining room being under them on 
the ground floor. One opening my maid was 
sitting in the room, from which she could see the 
whole of the staircase and upper landing; she saw the 
door of my bed room open and an elderly woman, in a 
flannel dressing gown, with a bonnet on her head and 
a candle in her hand, come out, walk the whole 
length of the passage and return again into the bed 
room, shutting the door after her. My maid knew 
that I was in the drawing room below in my usual 
black velvet evening dress; moreover, the person she 
had seen bore no resemblance either in figure or face 
to me, or to any member of my household, which con
sisted of three young servant women besides herself 
and a negro man servant.

“My maid was a remarkably courageous and rea
sonable person, and though very much startled (for 
she went directly up-stairs and found no one in the 
rooms) she kept her counsel, and mentioned the cir
cumstance to nobody, though, as she told me after
ward, she was so afraid lest I should have a similar 
visitation that she was strongly tempted to ask Dr. 
W.’s advice as to the propriety of mentioning her ex
perience to me. She refrained from doing so, how
ever, and some time after, as she was sitting in the 
dusk in the same room, the man servant came in to 
light the gas and made her start, observing which, he 
said: ‘Why, lors, Miss Ellen, you jump as if you had 
seen a ghost.’

* ‘In spite of her late experience, Ellen very gravely 
replied: ‘Nonsense, William; how can you talk such 
stuff! You don’t believe in such things as ghosts, do 
you?’ ‘Well,’ he said, ‘I don’t know just so sure what 
to say to that, seeing it’s well known there was a 
ghost in this house.’ ‘Pshaw!’ said Ellen; ‘whose 
ghost?’ ‘Well, poor Mrs. R.’s ghost, its very well 
known, walks about this house, and no great wonder, 
either, seeing how miserably she lived and died here. 

To Ellen’s persistent expressions of contemptuous in
credulity, he went on: ‘Well, Miss Ellen, all I can say 
is, several girls (i. e., maid servants) have left the 
house on account of it;’ and there the conversation 
ended. Some days after this, Ellen coming into the 
drawing-room to speak to me, stopped abruptly at the 
door, and stood there, having suddenly recognized in 
a portrait immediately opposite to it, and . which was 
that of the dead mistress of the house, the face of the 
person she had seen come out of my bed room. I 
think this is a very tidy ghost story; and I am bound 
to add, as a proper commentary on it, that I have 
never inhabited a house which affected me with such 
intolerable melancholy gloominess as this, without 
any assignable reason whatever, either in its situation 
or any of its conditions.”

This certainly is a “very tidy ghost story,” but the 
one which follows is more puzzling, having about it 
an inconsequence rare even in supernatural narra
tives, and yet being vouched for, as will be seen, by 
several persons. This, it may be observed, occurred 
in the Scottish Highlands:

“Corrybrough, my friend’s pleasant home in tbe 
Highlands, was a moorland sheep farm and grouse
shooting property. The house stood within its own 
grounds, at a distance from any other dwelling, en
tirely isolated, with no habitations in its neighbor
hood but those of the people employed on the land 
which circumstances I mention as rendering curious 
in some degree the incident I am about to relate, of 
the singular character of which I can give no plausi
ble, rational explanation. I was expected on a visit 
there on a certain day of a certain month and week 
(the date I have now forgotten). The persons staying 
in the house were friends and acquaintances of mine, 
as well as of the ‘laird’s,’ and had all been looking for 
my arrival in the course of the day. When, however, 
the hour for retiring for the night had been somewhat 
overpassed in the protracted hope of my still-possible 
advent, and everybody had given me up and betaken 
themselves to their bed rooms, a sudden sound of 
wheels on the gravel drive, the loud opening of a 
carriage door, and letting down of steps, with a sudden 
violent ringing of tbe door-bell, drew every one forth 
again to their doors with exclamations of ‘Oh, there 
she is; she’s come at last.’ My friend and host ran 
down to open the door to me himself, which he did, to 
find before him only the emptiness, stillness and dark
ness of the night—neither carriage nor arriving guest 
—nothing and nobody, so he retired to his room and 
went to bed. The next day I arrived, but though abl^L 
to account satisfactorily for my delay in doing so, was 
quite unable to account for my sham arrival of the 
previous night, with sound of wheels, horses’ hoofs, 
opening of the carriage door, letting down of steps 
and loud ringing of the house bell, all of which pre
monitory symptoms were heard by half a dozen peo
ple in their respective rooms in different parts of the 
house, which makes an unsatisfactory sort of ghost 
story.”—Fanny Kemble in “Further Record.”

L

INSPIRED BY A TRANCE.
An oil-painting with a remarkable story attached 

to it was completed yesterday by J. Evan Eccles, says 
a dispatch from Chester, Pa., to the St. Louis Globe- 
Democrat. It represents the face of a saintly-looking 
man, with a beard, in front of whom are placed two 
large hearts. On the left of the picture an angel is 
seen hovering. On the face of the hearts, which are 
done in dark brown tints, are a large eye, a blazing 
star, a spot which appears to be bleeding, while flying 
doves encircle them. This fantasy, which looks like 
the vagaries of a medimval monk, had its inspiration 
from a trance which Gottlieb Aupperle, who makes a 
living as a dyer, claims to have passed through last 
week. After getting in normal condition again, he 
produced the strange sights he witnessed roughly on 
paper, and from that amateur effort the painting has 
been done. Mr. Aupperle has lived here for many 
years, and is well known for having peculiar views on 
religion, which one time, some years ago, caused 
trouble between him and a former pastor of the Mad
ison Street Methodist Episcopal Church. But in all 
business matters he is a perfectly sober and rational 
citizen. He is the head of an interesting family, one 
of his daughters. Miss Lydia Aupperle, being a teacher 
in the Madison M. E. Sunday-school now.

According to his own story, he began to feel strange 
sensations of a pleasurable nature about ten days ago. 
He could not sleep, and spent his days and nights 
groaning, because while happy he was overpowered 
by what he saw, and this statement is verified by his 
family. In a short time after being taken in this 
fashion visions of a great eye were manifested to him, 
and in an ecstacy of joy he beheld an angel of mercy 
constantly by him. He also claims to have seen a 
bleeding side. He says it would take a week to re
count the strange scenes through which he passed, 
and is firmly convinced a manifestation from on high 
has been miraculously accorded him. The painting 
is to be photographed and used in a lecture shortly 
to be delivered on this strange case by a prominent 
speaker, whose name he will not divulge at present,

»
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but whom he expects to accompany and 
recount his experience. The physicians 
who were called in by his relatives 
treated him for nervous prostration, but 
they and other prominent people are 
greatly interested in the earnest and 
emphatic manner in which he tries to 
convince them of the truth of what he 
saw as embodied in the picture made to 
his order.

HER PERFECT LOVER.
“I had a lover once,” she sighed: 

“Yes, just before I married you,
Who listened when 1 spoke, and tried 

To answer all my questions too.

“So courteous and so kind—so good! 
He’d never think a man could be

As thoughtless, and, indeed, as rude
As you so often are to me.

“The jewel of my love once won,
He used to swear, could ne’er grow dim;

He would not dream that any one 
Could whistle when I spoke to him!

“If he had faults he kept them hid.
I should have married him? Yes, true; 

And that’s exactly what I did.
My perfect lover, sir, was—you!”

—Madeline S. Bridges.

It has been predicted that after one or 
two experiences of women voting in Kan
sas at the polls the novelty of the thing 
would disappear and with it women's in
terest in municipal politics. This predic
tion has not been fulfilled. On the con
trary women's interest in politics and ac
tivity at the polls have increased with each 
election. The registration of women at 
the present election exceeded any former 
registration. At Topeka the registra
tion lists were augmented by about 400 
new names of women. At Wichita the in
crease was about 300, at Leavenworth 250, 
-and at-Atchison 200. The number of neg
resses that voted in this city was notable. 
They marched to the polls with as much 
pride as their white sisters and exercised 
their rights of suffrage with a satisfaction 
peculiar to their race. Dispatches from 
other of the large cities of Kansas indicate 
that the vote of the women, compared to 
the registration, was proportionate to the 
male vote. Most of the women had their 
tickets prepared at home or at places of 
meeting, and their presence at the polls 
was only long enough to permit them to 
deposit their ballots. Only a few female 
candidates appeared on any of the tickets, 
and these few were up for election for no 
office higher than membership on the school 
board. The women began voting early 
and continued to keep up their percentage 
all along. When the registration books 
closed ten days ago 1,026 women had taken 
out certificates, while 7,751 men had reg
istered. Up to noon to-day, however, in 
seven precincts the woman vote constituted 
over one-third of the entire ballot cast. 
Every hack and carriage of the livery com
panies of the city was engaged by the men 
on the tickets. A large number of private 
carriages were also pressed into service. 
The women were called for at their homes 
and driven to the polls. The women who 
voted this morning were seldom accom
panied by husband, father, brother or. 
sweetheart, the prevailing manner being 
for four women to come together in a hack.

The following little sketch of the “com
ing woman” is from the Boston Transcript. 
“A pretty blonde girl in a blue gown came 
down Beacon street the other day with a 
formidable-looking document in her hand. 
A friend who encountered her asked:

“ ‘Where are you going, my.pretty maid?’ 
‘I’m going to City Hall, sir,’ she said.
‘What to do there, my pretty maid?’ 
‘To pay for my poll,’ she smiling said.”

“Her friend went with her. Her formi
dable-looking document set forth her name 
and residence. ‘I believe in patriotism,’ 
said the girl of the blonde poll that was 
shortly to be taxed, ‘and I was twenty-one 
the other day, so I thought I’d lose no time 
in being registered.’ It was worth while to 
go to City Hall with her. She was beckon
ed to a corner by an uplifted finger; she 
handed her document over a rail. ‘Hold 
up your hand,’ said the official, who took 
her name, and she bowed with solemnity 
as the oath was administered. She was 

told that she must pay her tax later, and 
she was quickly in the street again with 
her friend. One of the women at a table 
near the door had given her a circular and 
told her that eight thousand women of 
Boston have registered to vote on school 
questions. ‘We girls must be assessed 
every time,’ said the blonde votary of pa
triotism. ‘Then you don’t do it because 
you think it’s your duty?’ ‘Why, no; I 
like to. I’m twenty-one, you know,’— 
with a joyful smile. She was plainly re
joiced in reaching her majority. Well, 
why not, since she mends her small broth
er’s clothes, and paints charmingly, and 
combines domestic and artistic virtues with 
her civic ones?”

Miss Sophia G. Hayden, of Boston, the 
young woman who won the $1,000 prize 
for the best design lor a woman’s building 
for the World's Fair was born in Chili, her 
mother being a native and her father a 
Bostonian; She graduated from the Boston 
high school and later from the School of 
Technology. She is the only woman who 
has a diploma from that institution. She 
has since taught mechanical drawing in 
the Eliot Industrial school in Boston. She 
had no advice or help in her design and 
confided to no one that she was com
peting for a prize. Her work was done 
at night after her daily school duties. 
Miss Lois L. Howe, the lady who won the 
second prize, is also a student of the School 
of Technology, and a resident of Cam
bridge, but is employed in Boston as a 
draughtsman in the office of Messrs. Allen 
& Koan way, architects. Miss Howe had 
studied four years at the Museum of Fine 
Arts before taking the two-years’ special 
course in architecture at the Technology, 
and Miss Laura Hayes of Chicago took 
third prize. It was very difficult for the 
committee to choose between these draw
ings, they were all so excellent, and dis
played so much talent. It is evident that 
women may study architecture; the only 
wonder is that they have not done so long 
since.

Olive Thorne Miller has within the last 
four months posted from her home in 
Brooklyn nn less than 20,000 printed slips 
asking the women of New York not to wear 
birds or their plumage. The request is 
simply and earnestly made, no reply being 
called for, and as a mark of good faith 
signed with the autograph of that gentle 
woman, who is the friend of the little crea
tures, in feathers and fur.

THE GREAT TRANSITION.
With startling frequency the last call 

comes to one and another of the veteran 
Spiritualists. The true Spiritualist is ever 
ready for it. with neither undue eagerness 
nor yet with fear and repining does he an
ticipate the momentous event,—momentous 
to him, however slight the ripple upon the 
great ocean of life.

MB. JOHN PIRNIE.
Tuesday morning, March 31st, Mr. John 

Pirnie, husband of Mrs. Sarah F. Pirnie, 
the medium, was stricken with apoplexy 
and passed away on the next morning. His 
wife was with him and all was done that 
could be, but the call had come. We knew 
and greatly respected Mr. Pirnie. He was a 
man of rare good sense; strong, self-reliant, 
yet modestand retiring. He lived a noole 
life and acted well his part. Ina private 
note from Mrs. Pirnie she alludes to her 
bereavement thus: “Dr. Thomas con
ducted the funeral service and spoke lov
ingly to us, his wife and children, at 3 
o’clock p. m. on his sixty-ninth birthday; 
and at 7 o’clock the same afternoon our 
daughters started with the remains to lay 
them in the family plot in Michigan. 
After forty-seven years of married life my 
tribute is: An honest, just man; tender 
andloving with wife and children, and true 
to his many friends.” We can add nothing 
to this tribute; nothing is needed.

Mrs. Pirnie is not in good health and has 
gone to her daughter's home in Cleveland 
—1230 Slater Avenue—where she will re
main for the present. It gives us pleasure 
to testify to the good Mr. and Mrs. Pirnie 
have done in this city. Mrs. Pirnie was 
highly esteemed as a woman as well as a 
medium and healer. She would be wel

comed back to Chicago by a host of friends, 
and we hope she may conclude to return.

MR. VINE GRIFFIN CRANE.
At the ripe age of eighty-one years. 

Paralysis seized Mr. Crane; after four days 
his release came. He left this life from his 
home at Montevideo, Minnesota, on March 
22nd. Mr. Crane was a man who always 
made his mark wherever he lived and in 
whatever he was engaged. The Monte
video people showed their respect by closing 
all places of business during the funeral 
service, at the request of the president of 
the village council. He was a member of 
the I. O. O. F., also of Geo. H. Thomas 
Post No. 9, G. A. R., and was buried with 
the rites of the Odd Fellows, and military 
honors. Rev. Mr. Jenkins, a Baptist min
ister officiated. The services had to be 
held in the county court house as no church 
building was large enough to hold the peo
ple. Mrs. Crane says in a letter to us. “In 
his youth Mr. Crane was a church member, 
but later he outgrew his early theological 
views and embraced the spiritual philoso
phy which he ever after advocated; and 
was an active worker in the cause. Years 
ago he selected two pieces of music, “Over 
the River” and ‘ ‘Shall We Know Each Other 
There,” to be sung at his funeral. The 
music and words created a profound im
pression, never before having been heard 
in our town.........I am lonely now in my old
age—73 years—but feel my husband’s pre
sence and it comforts me. He was a Spirit
ual ist for thirty-five years.”

MRS. NANNIE WATSON.
Some weeks ago the bells of heaven rang 

out joyful peals, we feel sure, over the ad
vent of a long suffering spirit. Those who 
read Dr. Watson’s periodical, The American Spiritual Magazine, published in 1875- 
6-7, will recall the deeply religious mes
sages which came through the instrumen
tality of “Our Home Medium,’ as the 
editor styled her. Mrs. Nannie Watson, a 
sister-in-law of Dr. Samuel Watson was 
the medium. Reared a Methodist, she re
tained a strong love for those of that sect, 
and felt that the road Wesley marked out, 
and with which she was familiar, was one 
she could travel with the certainty of com
ing in touch with the world of spirit and 
into the glorious realm of divine love. We 
made her personal acquaintance in 1879, 
and came to have sincere regard for her 
head and heart. Mediumship was to her a 
sacred gift, and its exercise a matter of 
grave responsibi.ity. Circumstances and 
delicate health restricted her sphere, but 
she was an unselfish toiler, and, with all 
her heavy burdens, always carried sweet
ness and light wherever she went. Re
duced to straightened circumstances, with 
none of kin to nurse and care for her, she 
never lost heart, and was a source of spir
itual strength to the loving friends who 
tenderly ministered to her as the days of 
earthly life drew to their close. She is now 
with her beloved. She is happy.

WILLIAM II. RYNUS.
Another dear personal friend has joined 

the great majority. No one could know 
Mr. Rynus and not love the genial gentle
man. We leave it for his long-time friend 
and feliow-townsman, Judge Dailey, to 
speak of him. Under date of April 9th 
Judge Dailey mailed the following letter, 
which did not reach us until Monday, the 
13th, for some reason:

Editor of The Journal: One more 
of the noble men who have helped to con
struct that rising fabric, the Church of the 
New Spiritual Dispensation, has been re
moved and called by the Master Builder 
from the labors of earth to a grander 
temple, not made with human hands.

William H. Rynus, of this city, after a 
protracted illness, passed to the spirit 
world last Monday morning, leaving an 
affectionate wife and family of children to 
mourn their immediate bereavement. He 

was a quiet, observing man, always hav
ing the courage of his convictions, but 
being of a kindly, charitable nature, he 
was never offensive when presenting his 
own views to those with whom he differed. 
He had few, if any enemies, but hosts of 
friends. He was one of the older members 
of the New England Spiritualists’ Camp 
Meeting Association, and one of its direc
tors. He had a cottage close by that of 
the late S. B. Nichols, with whom he main
tained warm fraternal relations.

I had the pleasure of visiting him dur
ing his last illness. He spoke of his un
faltering confidence in the truths of Spirit
ualism, and of the future awaiting him, 
should his illness prove fatal, and of the 
nature of the funeral service he desired, 
should the end come. A good man has 
gone, and his presence will be greatly 
missed, and most by those who knew him 
best. A. H. Dailey.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

A REMARKABLE INDIANA REVIVAL.
According to a dispatch to the St. Louis GUtbe-Democrat, a remarkable revival of 

religion is in progress at a little country 
church, known as Mount Ebal, located in 
the southwest part of this county, and it is 
creating so much excitement that, notwith
standing the very bad roads, the people 
gather every night from miles around, 
where they are “slain by the power,” as 
the revivalists term the influence they 
exert over the people. The “slaying by 
the power” comes in the form of a trance, 
and for hours at a time men and women 
will lay perfectly unconscious of the sur
roundings. A Globe-Democrat reporter 
spent last night at this remarkable meet
ing, and found the exciting rumors not the 
least exaggerated.

The revival began about a month ago, 
and is being conducted by three laoy evan
gelists, the youngest of whom is about 25, 
while the oldest is perhaps 40. At first the 
meetings were small, but as the interest 
grew, the crowds increased, and now hun
dreds are unable to gain admittance. Last 
night the people began to arrive a#-early as 
5 o’clock, and by lamplight the room was 
crowded. The exercises opened by the 
hymn “There is a Fountain Filled with 
Blood, which was followed by f*ur  other 
familiar selections. During the singing 
the ladies appeared and took their places 
in the pulpit. From that time a feeling of 
the deepest interest prevailed, and it was 
soon evident that the women exercised a 
strange influence over the audience. The 
oldest of the exhorters commenced hum
ming “We Are Passing Away,” during 
which she held her hand tremblingly aloft 
and emphasized her singing with numerous 
motions. While this performance was i» 
progress several persons of all ages, as 
though under the influence of the leader, 
began to tremble and quiver in body and 
limb. One little girl was especially notice
able as she trembled like a leaf, and when 
asked quietly why she did so, replied that 
it was beyond her power to control herself. 
At this period a song, “Will it Pay,” was 
sung by the evangelists, followed by a 
short sermon. Then the youngest woman 
began to pray, when a young lady, about 
19, fell as if dead. She was laid out on a 
seat. Heavy perspiration covered her head, 
and her hands were cold. She was appar
ently unconscious for almost an hour. In 
different parts of the room, and especially 
in front, the men and women were trem
bling and evidently as unable to control 
their physical action as if attacked by an 
ague chill. A man fell to the floor and 
was as motionless as a corpse, while to his 
left was a woman lying as if in a trance, 
only that she gave vent to her feelings by 
frequent clapping of the hands, which 
were cold and bloodless. All this time af
fairs were reaching a climax. The leaders 
called for prayers, when thirty-five persons 
fell upon their Knees. This wa& not later 
than 8 o'clock, and from this time until 11 
the time was almost wholly occupied in 
prayer. At one time sixteen persons were 
lying at full length on the floor or on 
benches in a trance. The evangelists called 
it “slain by the power,” and in a few cases 
persons lay motionless for two hours. 
Some would go into a trance a number of 
times during the evening. During the 
meetings young people have gone out of 
mere curiosity, and before leaving the 
house wen: “slain by the power” and con
verted. The women claim to represent no 
church, but are preaching the religion of 
Christ.

The people where the meetings are in
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progress are of the averg'*  intelligence, and 
that these women should create such a 
sensation among that class of citizens is 
something remarkable. The women an
nounce that they intend staying until sum
mer, when a tent can be used to accommo
date the people.

THE ROMISH HIERARCHY.
To the Editor: The Philadelphia In

quirer of March 20th speaks editorially 
somewhat disparagingly of the action of 
the Italian government, as reported, in 
making “laws for the suppression of reli
gious guilds and fraternities which have 
existed for centuries.” It characterizes the 
action of Italy as “worthy of the Dark 
Ages.”

It seems to the writer that the present 
work of the Italians is the result of an in
tense reaction, which must inevitably have 
followed the long ages of hierarchical 
tyranny and wrong, exercised by the 
Romish church. It was in the Dark Ages 
that, according to Gibbon, royalty became 
but as a vassal to that church, and the 
bull of a pope was superior in government 
to the edict of a king. It was in the Dark 
Ages that, according to like authentic his
tory, Pope Honorius. in a paroxysm of 
rage, called Christendom to arms, to prose
lyte by military force “the obstinate pa
gans of Prussia.” as he termed them.—at 
which time towns were swept from exist
ence. communities were massacred, blood 
flowed in reeking torrents, and all the 
havoc and horrors < f which war is preg
nant were protracted for fifty-six years,” 
before even a small remnant of those 
strong-souled so-called pagans accepted 
baptism rather than total extinction, and 
consented that “the Lord Jesus should 
reign as King.”

The age was dark in A. D. 1483—little 
more than 400 years ago—since which date 
in Spain alone 31,912 earnest-minded here
tics were burned at the stake, by the order 
of that-“religious guild,” so to speak.—the 
inquisitors of the Romish church, and not 
until A. D. 1808 was that guild suppressed. 
The age was still dark A. I). l(>00, when 
Giordano Bruno, an eminent philosopher— 
a better and wiser man than any pope that 
ever held sway—was burned at Rome in the 
same place where his monument now stands, 
insightof the Vatican, an honor to his glo
rious manhood, and a credit to those brave 
Italian patriots who erected it. Well do 
those same patriots know from the recorded 
experiences of fifteen centuries with what 
persistent effort of determined propagan- 
dism the Romish church grinds its “cun
ningly devised traditionary myths and 
fables” into the souls and habits of the 
masses of her ignorant votaries. Is it not 
wise in them now. while they may, to cur
tail that church’s methods of again acquir
ing hurtful power in their country? Ay! 
more than this, would it not be well for 
us, in our boasted “land of the free and 
home of the brave,” to learn wisdom from 
the experiences of Italy and of all other 
lands wherein that church has had control. 
Has not darkness and tyranny, religious 
and political, always followed in her 
train?

Should we not be getting our eyes opened 
to the evident longing of that same hierar
chy to attain to a controling interest in 
this government, and set- that the intention 
of the pope, which, the Inquirer avows, is 
to assist emigration to America, in the line 
of the above named purpose, shall as far 
as possible be rendered nugatory ? Is it 
not enough to awaken the attention of 
every true patriot, when we observe the 
arrogant, overbearing presumption with 
which that ancient church lately seized 
upon one of our greatest heroes, lying un
conscious in the embrace of death, and dis
honored his memory by striving, through 
their superstitious formulas, to tie him to 
their antiquated hierarchy—him of whom 
it has so recently been shown conclusively 
—by his own words published in your able 
paper—that he plainly refused during life 
to be counted amongst them. Shame and 
dishonor should ever rest upon any 
church that could fraudulently attempt 
such a wrong.

I have numbered through life many 
friendsand intimate business acquaintances 
among the members of the Catholic 
church, and would much regret doing any 
one of them injustice. They have been 
good and kind brothers and sisters of the 
human race, better than the teachings and 

traditions of their church could be ex
pected to make them; yet I cannot resist 
the feeling that no man or woman that is 
subject to a foreign potentate in the man
ner that the Jesuits claim all Catholic 
members are subject to the pope at Rome, 
can ever be thoroughly reliable citizens of 
the United States of America. The old 
traditional dicta, “no faith to be kept with 
heretics, ” and “all personal honor to be 
held subject to the order of the church 
authorities," have necessarily tended to be
get hereditarily a deceptive and unreliable 
character, that has. methinks, become 
manifest in many ways among t he votaries 
of that church. Ingenuous expression of 
thought amongst them has ceased to be the 
rule and has become the exception.

I put no trust in any public expression of 
a diplomatic pope, as a pointer towards 
what will be the real action of the church 
of which he is the head, or as an indica
tion of his real intentions. I had no faith 
in the public expressions of the dignitaries 
of said church, made at Washington some 
months ago, that they bail no political de
signs against our institutions. It would be 
better to interpret them by the rule of con
traries.

When they openly declare that our 
secular free schools are “godless,” and 
move as fast as they can in establishing 
parochial schools, it is not hard to judge 
what they are after. They have discovered 
that secular schools are an antidote to the 
poisons of Catholic mummery and super
stition. and that the latter cannot thrive 
with the former.

Every lesson in reading and writing fur
nishes means for enlarging the rational 
powers of the mind and lessening the dan
ger of becoming a prey to superstition and 
ignorance. Every exercise in arithmetic 
accustoms the mind to accuracy and re
spect for truth in the absolute. An intelli
gent gentleman oT mature years remarked 
lately that he never knew a skilled mathe
matician that was not honest. Mathe
matics begets an honest habit of thought. 
General Sherman knew well that scientific 
schools are not “godless" in the true sense 
of that term, when he closed his address at 
Princeton College, in 1878, by saying, as 
you have statefl in The Journal: “Tell 
me not that science is antagonistic to reli
gion. Science is but the knowledge of 
nature and of nature's laws, and he who 
penetrates furthest into the book of nature 
must be convinced of the infinite wisdom 
and beneficence of the Creator, and must 
realize the littleness of human intellect in 
comparison. That religion which checks 
human knowledge, and by torturing the 
meaningof words attempts to circumscribe 
it by artificial metes and bounds, is not di
vine. but is mere priestcraft."

Without the other proof, as it was 
amply given by you. who. after reading 
tin.“ above words, could believe General 
Sherman to be a communicant in the 
Romish church?

A Free American Citizen.ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.'
To the Editor: The Society at this 

place held anniversary exercises appro
priate to the occasion of tin*  anniversary of 
the advent of “Modern Spiritualism," on 
Saturday evening and Sunday all day, 
March 30th and 31st.

Although the severe storm in the early 
part of the week blocked both the roads 
and the railroads, preventing many visitors 
from a distance from attending, still the 
exercises passed off pleasantly, and good 
audiences assembled to listen to the lecture, 
Sunday, by Rev. Jas. De Buchananne, 
upon “The Second Coming of Christ.” 
The speaker asked the audience to distin
guish between the man Jesus as an histor
ical character and the Christ principle con
trolling him, claiming that the Christ 
principle had come to earth many times— 
in Buddha, in Confucius in Zoroaster and 
in Jesus, that these progressive revelations 
of the Divine Entity came to the race just 
when the race had developed to a point 
where it could understand them: that the 
only coming that the Christ ever predicted 
was a spiritual coming of the same divine 
principle to enlighten the world in spiritual 
law and spiritual progression; that the 
race had outgrown physical incarnations 
of the Christ, but that it was no less a real 
“coming” of Christ when the first know
ledge of the existence of a channel of com
munication between flu“ two worlds, thus 
bringing life and immortality to life, was 
revealed anew to the world some forty odd 
years ago, at the birth of so-called Modern 
Spiritualism. The speaker urged that, the 
old date for Christmas should be changed 
with all its ceremonies, to the anniversary 
in March, which commemorates the spirit
ual coming of the Christ. The lecture was

listened to with marked attention, and was 
one of the best efforts of the talented lec
turer. The Society voted to have a regu
lar Christmas festival on the next anniver
sary in March, and to celebrate that day 
instead of the 25tli of December, as the 
spiritual Christmas, hoping that other so
cieties would do likewise. Would it not 
be a good idea for all spiritual organiza
tions to adopt that custom as more in keep
ing with our system of belief? The lecture 
was followed by a banquet, at which a 
large company of Spiritualists sat down 
and spent a happy hour in informally dis
cussing the growth and future bright pros
pects of our philosophy of Truth and 
Reason. Delphos is a good place for Spir
itualists to live in. L. T.

Delphos, Kan.“WHAT CAUSED THE GEOLOGICAL PERIODS.”
To the Editor: In The Journal of 

March 14th, is a short paragraph by Mr. 
Karl Crolly. It is implied, upon the au
thority of a certain Prof. Meyer, of Berlin, 
that our solar system is revolving around 
a great central sun. in an orbitof presumed 
eccentricity—as all planets seem to have 
more or less—thus producing cycles of long 
yet undefined length, throughout which 
our sun's family experiences many vicissi
tudes of heat and coid. By these long, 
but yet indeterminate, cycles, it is implied 
that the great geological periods through 
which mother earth has evidently passed, 
may be explained.

The idea is a talcing and very sublime 
one. but what are the evidences of its 
truth? Your correspondent, as is the way 
of some writers, speaks positively thus: 
“Our solar system, however, turns around 
a central sun." We would like to ask him 
when and by whom this was proven? As 
an old-fashioned astronomer, this corres
pondent. who possibly may not have been 
able t<> keep up with modern discoveries— 
as lie surely has not kept square with all 
modern fancies—think that the proof has 
nol yet appeared.

For some years Madler, a noted astrono
mer. claimed as a grand theory that the 
whole stellar universe was revolving 
around the star Alcyone of the Pleiades. 
“But," says Newcomb, “not the slightest 
weight has ever been given it by reliable 
astronomers, who have always seen it to 
be an entirely baseless speculation.” Let 
the proof be given and we will all be most 
glad to adopt a theory so grand and far- 
reaching as the revolution of our mighty 
sun and his system, around some still more 
grand and mightv centre of power and 
life.

It seems to be admitted generally, as the 
result of long and careful observations of 
the fixed stars—as we call them—that our 
sun is moving, probably with great veloc
ity. in the direction of the constellation 
Hercules, and of course we are going with 
him. as attached by the ties of gravity to 
histriumphal car of progress. But whether 
our track be straight, or curved -around 
some such distant controlling centre, who 
knows? There are difficulties in the way 
of determining, too tedious here to enumer
ate. I will only repeat again: if any as
tronomer or set of astronomers have found 
tile proofs, let them be published al large, 
by all means. J. G. J.FROM STOWE, VT.

To The Editor: Through the efforts 
of the “Ladies’Aid Society” we have had 
with us for three months Mr. A. E. Tis
dale. of Springfield. Mass. His engage
ment closes next Sunday. He has given a 
lectureevery Sunday afternoon and evening 
during the time. The evening lectures 
have been of a scientific character. To 
say that we are satisfied with his work 
does not half express our feelings. We are 
more than pleased. Mr. Tisdale’s guides 
are of a very high order of intelligence, 
and his lectures have shown great depth of 
thought. Last Sunday, March 29th, being 
our anniversary, his subject was, “Spiritu
alism, What is it7 And What has it Come 
into the World for?’ All pronounced it a 
masterpiece of eloquence. We have had 
intelligent audiences at every session. The 
people, especially those of liberal thought, 
have shown a marked interest in our meet
ings. and we feel sure that the beautiful 
truths they have heard have given them a 
favorable opinion of what real Spiritualism 
is. Many who were strangers to it have 
expressed regrets that our meetings must 
close so soon. 1 feel confident that any 
society securing the services of Mr. Tis
dale will feel that they have been richly 
paid. K. F. S.

Stowe, Vt.

The Dearest Spot on Ear th
is the spot that’s washed out 
without Tear line. It costs in 
clothes, in the rubbing and 
scrubbing that wears them out 
quickly; it takes twice the time, 
and double the labor. It’s ex
pensive washing before you get 
through with it—and the cost 
comes home you, no matter 
who does the work.

Pearhne saves money by 
saving work, wear, and time. 
It hurts nothing ; washes and 
cleans everything. 11 costs no 
more than common soap, but 
it does more. It’s cheap to be
gin with—but it’s cheapest in 
the end. of imitations of Pearline

_ which are being peddled
Lom door to door.

JL> V W <X1 V 196 JAMES PYLE, N.Y.

CUBE CONSTIPATION.
To enjoy health one should have res*  
nlar evacuation*  every twenty four 
hours. The evils, both mental and 
physical, resulting from

HABITUAL CONSTIPATION 
are many and serious. For the eure 
of this common trouble, Tutt’s Liver 
Pills have gained a popularity unpar*  
alleled. Elegantly sugar coated.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

SCOTTS
EMULSION

Of Pure Cod 
Liver Oil and 

HYPOPHOSPHITES 
of Lime and 

Soda
is endorsed and prescribed by leading 
physicians because both the CM liver Oil 
and Hypophosphites are the recognized 
agents in the cure of Consumption. It is 
as palatable as milk.

Scott’s Emulsion EmulSon. It 
is a wonderful Flesh, Producer. It is the 
Best Bemedy for CONSUMPTION, 
Scrofula, Bronchitis, Wasting*  Dis- j 
eases, Chronic Coughs and Colds. > 
Ask for Scott’s Emulsion and take no other. J
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E BEAUTIFUL
Ton can if you will use Venus Shin Balm and 

Venus Purity Pellets, The original combina
tion complexion treatment. Free from all injurant*.  
Sold under an absolute guarautee to remove every 
facial blemish and restore the skin to tha t soft, 
smooth, clear condition so much admired and de
sired. At your drug store—don'ttakea substitute; there 
is none—or sent by mail prepaid for price»1.00 for all. 
Elegantly illustrated book, “Be Beautiful” mailed 
free, if you name this paper. Address STERLING 
BKMEDY CO.. 78 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago, U. 8. A.
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A subscriber writes: Tiie Journal is a 
welcome visitor. I am myself a member 
of an independent church, where my views 
are known, but having to a great extent 
the support of our pastor, I can express 
myself freely on questions coming up for 
discussion. Having no chance to associate 
with people of my faith, I think I can do 
more for our cause in this way than by 
staying at home. I have openly renounced 
the creed, thus giving the members no 
chance of accusing me of secretly under
mining their organization, and also leaving 
them the right of expelling me from their 
church. I was thirteen years old when my 
parents wanted me to join the church. I 
obeyed their order, and since that time 
have been a member of said church, and if 
not expelled for my unbelief, will stay 
there and work according to the light given 
me until I can find a chance to unite with 
a society of Spiritualists, or such that 
would come nearer to my way of worship
ping.

One of my best friends denies me the 
right of the name of Spiritualist on the 
ground of my being still a member of the 
church. Could not this question be dis
cussed in TnE Journal ?

J. G. Jackson. Hockessin. Del., writes: 
I feel like thanking you for the publica
tion of that able paper by Sara A. Un
derwood, which appeared in last issue of 
The Journal (April 4th). It is so rich in 
the expression of sentiments calculated to 
provoke thought and action of a character 
most needed by this seeking, yet much be
fogged generation. I trust all your read
ers will note and weigh every part of it. 
Prof. Coues’ spicy allusions to the late 
“soul-matching” efforts of the Itomish 
church officials, in two notable instances, 
are also worthy of special note. Our la
mented Sherman doubtless had as much 
“horror-of counterfeit in his soul and con
tempt for hypocrites on his lips” as Prince 
Jerome Bonaparte, and would have so in
dicated if the unseasonable time chosen by 
the bigoted propagandists and greedy 
ghouls of the church, for their insulting 
ceremony, had allowed him opportunity 
to express his feelings.

William Foote, Kaolin, Pa., in a letter 
renewing his subscription to The Jour
nal, says: With advancing years my 
faith increases rather than diminishes in 
the grand truths of Spiritualism. But, oh! 
what a fearful mass of godless superstition 
and prejudice one finds in the world on 
this subject. No one knows the truth of 
this better than the editor who undertakes 
to manage a paper conducted in the best 
interests of the cause. To be at all suc
cessful, he has at once to teach fundamen
tal principles, furnish facts to illustrate 
them, and combat ignorant, jealous and 
selfish bigots, who will neither give nor 
take quarter. Courage, my good man, 
courage; win you must, for your cause is 
just. And your many friends—myself of 
the number—will still approve and ap
plaud.

UNANSWERABLE LOGIC.
A Series of Spiritual Discourses Given Through 

the Mediumship of Thomas Gales roister.
.x remarkably clear, comprehensive and complete 

presentation of tbe phenomena and teachings of 
Modern Spiritualism is given In these lectures, com
paring them with those of the past In respect to life 
here and hereafter.

The many thousands who have listened to the 
eloquent discourses of Thumaa Gales Forster, when 
in the prime of earth-life, will welcome this volume 
with heartfelt gratitude.

The following chapters are especially interesting: 
What Is Spiritualism? Philosophy of Death; What 
lies beyond the Veil? Human Destiny. Clairvoyance 
and Clalraudlence. What Spiritualists Believe, etc.

Cloth; large 12 mo., beveled hoards Frict, $1 ,'iC.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy, 

dhlcogo-

Entitled to
We firmly believe no prep

aration before the public is 
so fully entitled to your con
fidence as Hood’s Sarsaparilla, 
because

1st, It is a modern medicine, 
originated by experienced 
pharmacists of today, under 
whose careful supervision it is 
still prepared.

2d, It is carefully prepared 
from Sarsaparilla, Mandrake, 
Pipsissewa, Dandelion, Dock 

Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla

and other valuable vegetable 
remedies possessing great al
terative, anti-bilious and 
strengthening qualities.

3d, Every ingredient used 
in preparing Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla is carefully selected, none 
but the best is used, and 
every step in the process is 
carefully watched.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

4th, It is prepared by a 
Combination, Proportion 
and Process Peculiar to 
Itself, and by which it is 
given Unequalled Cura
tive Power.

5th, It has a good name 
at home, there being more 
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
sold in Lowell, where it is 
made, than of all other 
sarsaparillas or blood 
purifiers combined.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared only 
by C. I. HOOD A CO., Lowell, Mass.

100 Doses One Dollar

CONSUMPTION.
I have a positive remedy for the above disease; by its 

use thousands of cases of the worst kind and of long 
standing have been cured. Indeed so strong is my faith 
in its efficacy, that I will send two bottles free,with 
a VALUABLE TREATISE on this disease to any suf
ferer who will send me their Express and P.O. address. 
T. A. Slocum, Jtt. C., 181 Pearl St., N. Y.

THE WAR IN HEAVEN.
BY DANIEL LOTT

This Is founded upon Revelations 12- T-i) and wll 
oe found interesting. Price, 10 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jonx C. BUNDV 
Chicago

The Three Sevens.
This Is a book by Dr. W. P. and Mrs Phelon 

treating of the ‘‘Silence of the Invlslbl “This 
story is," in the language of the authors, “a parable, 
teaching as twenty-one years bring us to the adult 
physical life so also may‘the sevens’of years bring 
adult spiritu xl growth. The attempt Is to portray 
the trials, temptations, sufferings, growth and attain
ments of the spirit during earth-life." The marvels 
In the story are alleged to be not greater than those 
well attested by psychical researchers.

Cloth, 271 pp. Price »1.25.
For sale, wholesale and retull, by Jsu C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

Confidence
6th, It is highly spoken of 

by your neighbors and friends. 
The slightest inquiry will 
bring to notice in every 
community in the country 
many people who “think 
the world” of Hood’s Sarsa
parilla.

7th, Hood’s Sarsaparilla is 
a fair equivalent for the price 
paid. It is the only medicine 
of which can be truly said 
100 Doses One Dollar, which

Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla 

is an unanswerable argument 
as to strength and economy.

8th, Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
possesses real medicinal 
merit and really accomplishes 
all that is claimed for it. 
Evidence of its success may 
be seen everywhere. It cures 
the severest cases of Scrofula, 
Salt Rheum and other blood

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla 

diseases; it relieves the 
tortures of Dyspepsia, 
Sick Headache and Indi
gestion; it Qyres Kidney 
and Liver aisorders; it 
imparts strength in place 
of weakness; it restores 
the lost appetite; it 
cures Catarrh, Malaria 
and Rheumatism; it 
overcomes That Tired 
Feeling.

N. B. Be sure to get

Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla 

Sold by all druggists. $1: six for $5. Prepared only 
by C. 1. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

100 Doses One Dollar 

Society for Psychical 
Research.

American Branch.
The Society for Psychical research Is engaged in 

the Investigation of the phenomena of Thought
transference,Clairvoyance, Apparitions and Haunted 
Houses, Spiritualistic Phenomena, etc., and evidence 
in connection with these different groups of phenom
ena is published from time to time in the S. K R. 
Journal anil Proceedings. to which associate mem
bers (dues $3.00 per annum) are entitled.

Persons who have had psychical experiences of any 
kind are earnestly requested to communicate them 
directly to the Secretary of the American Branch, 
or to the editor of The Rei.ioio-Piiii.osophical, 
Journal, with as much corroborative testimony 
as possible; and a special appeal is made to those 
who have had experiences justifying the spiritual
istic belief.

Applicants for Membership in the Society should 
address the Secretary. The Branch is much in need 
of funds for the further prosecution of its work, und 
pecuniary assistance will be gratefully welcomed 

Information concerning the Society can be obtained 
from

HICHAKI) HODGSON, T,I,.D
Secretary for America.

5 Boylston Place, Boston, Miu.

Upward Steps
OF

Seventy Years.
AUTOBIOGRAPHIC, BIOGRAPHIC 

HISTORIC.

GROWTH OF REFORMS—ANTI-SLAVERY, ETC 
—THE WORLD’S HELPERS AND LIGHT- 

BRINGERS—SPIRITUALISM—PSY
CHIC RESEARCH—RELIG

IOUS OUTLOOK—COM
ING REFORMS.

—BY—

GILES B. STEBBINS,
Editor and Compiler of "Chapters from the Bible of 

the Ages," and "Poems of the Life Beyond"; 
Author of "After Dogmatic Theology, 

Whatf ” etc., etc.

CONTENTS.
Dedicatory Introduction.

CHAPTER I.—Ancestry; Childhood; Youth; Birth
place; Springfield. Mass.; Hatfield; Home Life 
Oliver Smith; Sophia Smith; Self-Help.

CHAPTER II.—Old Time Good and III; Religious 
Growth; Reforms; Temperance.

CHAPTER III.—Transcendentalism; Brook Farm; 
Hopedale; Northampton; Samuel L. Hill; W. E. 
Channing; Pierpont; Theodore Parker.

CHAPTER IV.—Anti-Slavery; Garrison; “The Fleas 
of Conventions;” Personal Incidents; H. C. 
Wright; C. L. Remond; George Thompson; Gerrltt 
Smith; Abby Kelley Foster; Abigail and Lydia 
Mott; Abigail P. Eia; Josephine L. Griffin.

CHAPTER V.—The Friends; Quakerism; Griffith 
M. Cooper; John and Hannah Cox; A Golden 
Wedding; Experiences of Priscilla Cadwallader; 
Lucretia Mott; McClintock; J. T. Hopper; Thomas 
Garrett; Richard Glazier; Progressive Friends*  
Meetings.

CHAPTER VI.—The World's Helpers and Light 
Bringers; John D. Zimmerman; W. S. Prentiss; 
Wm. Denton; E. B. Ward; Emily Ward; Benjamin 
F. Wade; H. C. Carey; Home Industry; Education, 
Scientific, Industrial, and Moral; “Religion of the 
Body;” Jugoi Arlnorl Mori; Peary Chand Mittra; 
President Grant and Sojourner Truth; John Brown; 
Helpful Influences; Great Awakenings.

CHAPTER VII.—Spiritualism; Natural Religion; 
Experiences and Investigations; Slate Writing; 
Spirits Described; Plano Music without Hands; A 
Fact Beyond Mind Reading; Lifted in the Air; 
Spirit Portraits; A Michigan Pioneer's Experience- . 
Looking Beyond; Future Life; Natural Medl-a 
ship; Illumination; Blind Inductive Science Nation fron

CHAPTER VIII.—Psychic Science ~ 
Spiritual Body; Painless Surgery, 
Inspired experiences; George Eliot 
Jackson; Prof. Stowe; Mrs. H. B, 
rola; Rev. H. W. Bellows; DinafG 
A Simple Michigan Malden; Llzzx. 
German Philosophy; Record z. i 
rience.

./Btlcal science 
x tn such plain and 
sy comprehension 

, reader.”—The Chis 
1 ' ' - <

CHAPTER IX.—Religious Outlook; Coming Re
forms; A New Protestantism; Woman In the Pul
pit; Rev. Horace Bushnell’s “DeepMatters”; Rad
icalism; Ethical Culture; Liberal Christianity; A 
Needed Leaven; Two Paths; Future Religion; 
Coming Reforms; Conclusion.
Price, cloth bound, $1.25.
For sale, wholesale and retail, b” Jno. C. Bundy. 

Chicago.

LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Notes and Comments.

A treatise for the personal use of those who are 
ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within Its influence.

Written down by M. C.
Price, cloth bound, 40 cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno C Bundy. 

Chicago.

Heaven Revised.
A Narrative of Personal Experiences After 

the Change Called Death.

By Mrs. E. B. Duffey.

An exchange in reviewing this work truly says: 
“This Is a narrative of personal experiences after 
death, of a spirit that returns and gives it graphic
ally. through the medium. It Is just the thing for a 
neophyte to read, who desires to know something of 
the beyond, being one of the most common sense 
producttons we have seen in Spiritual literature for 
many a day.”

Another says: “This is an exposition of Spiritual 
philosophy, from the pen of one who is thoroughly 
imbued with the new light of Spiritual science, and 
there is nothing in the work that can offend the most 
fastidious critic of the orthodox school............. Alto
gether It is well worth careful reading by all candid 
minds.

Pamphlet, 101 pp. Price 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy. 

Chicago.

SCIENTIFIC RELIGION;
OR,

HIGHER POSSIBILITIES OF LIFE AND PRAO< 
TICE THROUGH THE OPERATION OF 

NATURAL FOROE8.

1IY I.AWUENCB DI.IPHANT.

With an Appendix by a Clergyman of the Church o' 
England.

This celebrated work may be read with profit by 
thinkers and students.

Price. »2.50; postage, 16 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail.by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.
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BOOK REVIEWS.
[All books noticed under this head are for sale 

at, or can be ordered through the office of The Re- 
ligio-Philosophical Journal.1Knowledge, A Weekly Magazine Supple
menting all Cyclopedias. Vol. 1 June to 
December 1890. New York: John B. Al
den, 1890. pp. 586. Price, 50 cts.

This volume, a unique publication, con
tains cyclopedic matter correcting and am
plifying the matter published in the regu
lar volumes of cyclopedias up to the 
requirements of the present day. 
Some 1,200 subjects of the character 
of those usually treated in cyclopedias, but 
which as yet have notgenerally found their 
way into any cyclopedia whatever, are 
treated in thiB volume: thus it is a supple
ment to all existing cyclopedias. A valu
able featureof “Knowledge” is its biograph
ical notices of men and women who rise 
into prominence from day to day. The 
regular cyclopedia tells of the affairsand 
the people of yesterday, last year, of five 
or ten years past: “Knowledge” tolls the 

j story of the people who are living and 
working now, and of the movements of 
our own time. The regular cyclopedia is 
a ‘ledger, with accounts fully posted, and 
balances struck: “Knowledge” is a veritable 
‘day-book,’ in which is entered the account
current of mankind; and it is always open 
for new entries. One would look in vain 
in the regular cyclopedias for a notice of 
such topics as ‘Farmers’ Alliance,’ and 
nationalism or for notices of the newest 
states of the Union; but“Knowledge” con
veys clear, concise, plainly worded exposi
tions of all such matters.

GILES B. STEBBINS’S WORKS.
After Dogmatic Theology, What?
«MATERIALISM, OR A SPIRITUAL PHILOSO

PHY AND NATURAL RELIGION.

BV GILES B. STEBBINS.

“Physiolog.. reduces man to a jelly; Psychology 
liftshim to Immortality."

This is a thoughtful, crisp, well condensed book, 
from the pen of an experienced thinker and writer, 
well-known In every field of reform, and an earnest, 
consistent Spiritualist. From out his ample store of 
experience and reading the author aptly draws Innu
merable illustrations to fortify his argument. The 
book may be unqualifiedly commended.

“It aims to state Materialism fairly, and to hold it 
as fragmentary and inconsequent; to give a wide 
range of ancient and modern proof of the higher as
pects of the God idea in history. The closing chapter 
on Intuition, gives some remarkable facts.”—Detroit 
Post and Tribune.

12mo, cloth, 144 pages. Price SO cents; postage, ' 
cents

Progress From Poverty.
A Review and Criticism of Henry George's Pro

gress and Poverty, and Protection or Free Trade.
“It would be hard to make a more effective reply ie 

Mr. George's assertion that land and wage servitude 
Is worse than chattel slavery than is done by quot
ing from slave overseer journals brought north dur
ing the war, and from old advertisements In Southern 
newspapers, showing what chattel slavery actually 
was."—New York TYibune.

Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

'hicago.

.- -Money. By Emile Zola: translated from 
-—the French by Benj. R. Tucker. Boston. 

1891. pp 435.
This is one of Zola’s characterist ic stories, 

ull of repulsive realism. Reading some 
of the scenes and persons he describes is 
like coming in contact with an unsightly 
and bad smelling heap of compost. The 
meaning of the story is that money is the 

"e of vice and crime, that it is“themuck- 
'vhich the humanity of to-morrow 

erment of all social vegeta- 
•ook is neither instructive 

old, nor healthful reading 
It had better have been 

untranslated into English. Such nause
ous stuff helps nobody while it panders to 
prurient and depraved tastes.

Two doctors of an Eastern town, 
To learning much inclined, 

Were called to see a gentleman, 
Whose health was undermined.

The first one used his stethoscope 
Upon the patient meek.

“ I find,” quoth he, “ one lung is gone ; 
You cannot live a week.”

To this the other wise M. D.
Vehemently objected.

“ I see,” quoth he, “ as all may see,
Your kidneys are affected.”

These wise men argued loud and long, 
Yet the patient owes recovery

( Not to those doctors, but to—
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery).

Poems of the Life Beyond and Within.
Voices from many lands and centuries saying, “Man 

thou shalt never die.”
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
“It begins with old Hindoo poems and will be of 

interest, not only to Spiritualists, but to all who love 
the quickening of the best poetry."—Syracuse 
Standard.

“Clear type and tinted paper make fit setting fer 
its rich contents.”—Rochester Union.

“The world will thank Mr. Stebbins for his work 
long after he is gone.”—James G. Clark, Singer and Poet.

Price. $1.50, mailed free of postage.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. BUNDY. 

Chicago.

The April number of The Freethinker's Magazine is an unusually attractive num
ber. The opening article is the first of a 
series of contributions on the life and 

------- character of Charles Bradlaugh, by 
George Jacob Holyoake.—The Unitarian 
for April contains a number of readable 
articles by representative writers—The Home-Maker for April opens with “Thomas 
Carlyle's Home and Home Life,” an illus
trated article by Mary de Morgan, and is 
followed, with a number of others, which 
together afford a fine intellectual feast.— The Eclectic Magazine for April contains 
an attractive variety. Among the articles 
is “Life and Labors of Schliemann,” by 
Kar'. Blind, and “The Advantages of Pov
erty,” by the millionaire, Andrew Carne
gie.— The Quarterly Register of Current History is a new publication, the purpose 
of which is to bring together at intervals 
of three months such matters appearing in 
the daily papers as may be valuable for 
permanent preservation. The first num
ber contains a review of the entire year of 
1890. A very useful periodical. — The 
April Kindergarten contains a letter by 
Friedrich Froebel, dated Feb. 6, 1845, and 
personal reminiscences of Frau Louise 
Froebel,by Marie Heinemann.—The Manifesto, Canterbury, N. H., for April con
tinues its interesting paper on ‘The Ken
tucky Revival,” by Richard M'Nemar. 
“By Way of Combination,” by Wm M. 
Bryant, and “A Chaplain of the Revolu
tion,” by Carlton A. Staples, are lead
ing papers in April Unitarian Review.

There are some patent medicines that are more marvelous than 
a dozen doctors’ prescriptions, but they’re not those that profess to 
cure everything.

Everybody, and then, feels “ run-down,” “ played out.”
They’ve the will, but no power to generate vitality. They’re not 
sick enough to call a doctor, but just too sick to be well. That’s 
where the right kind of a patent medicine comes in, and does for 
a dollar what the doctor wouldn’t do for less than five or ten.

We put in our claim for Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
We claim it to be an unequaled remedy to purify the blood and 

invigorate the liver. We claim it to be lasting in its effects, creating 
an appetite, purifying the blood, and preventing Bilious, Typhoid and 
Malarial Fevers, if taken in time. The time to take it is when vou 
first feel the signs of weariness and weakness. The time to take it, 
on general principles, is NOW.

It’s the cheapest blood-purifier, sold through druggists, no matter 
how many doses are offered for a dollar.

Why ? Because it’s Bold on a peculiar plan, and you only pay 
for the good you get.

Can you ask more ?

IS DIRWIN RIGHT ?
— OR,—

'Tiie Origin, of Man.
BY WILLIAM DENTON, 

Author of “Our Planet,” “Soul ol Things," Etc.

SYNOPSIS 
OF THE

COMPLETE WORKS
OF

ANDREW JACK8ON DAVI8.
Comprising Thirty Uniform Volumes,'all Neatly 

Bound in Cloth.

Postage 7 per cent, extra—If sent by Express, 
the Charges Payable on Delivery.

Jhis is a cloth bound volume of two hundred pages, 
mo., handsomely Illustrated. It shows that man is 

,iot of miraculous, but of natural origin; yet 
that Darwin's theory is radically defective, because 
It leaves out the spiritual causes which have been 
the most potent concerned in his production. It is 
scientific, plain, eloquent ana convincing, and prob
ably sheds more light upon man's origin than all the 
volumes the press has given to the public for yeara

Price, 81.00; postage, 5 cents.
For Bale, wholesale and retail, by Jno J 3UNDr, 

Chicago.

PARTURITION WITHOUT W
Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M. I)., Editor, Author 

and Publisher, with an Appendix on the Care 
of Children, by Dr. C. S. Lozier. late Dean of the New 
York Medical College, for Women, ^.c.

The difficulty has been not to find wnat to say, bui 
to declae what to omit. It is bellevea that a health 
fui regimen has been described; a co istructive, nr< 
paratory and preventive training, rather Uiii" 
course of remedies, medications and drugs.

Price, 81.00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Cbicsso.

The Columbian 
CYCLOPEDIA 
An Unabridged Dictionary of 
Language and a Cyclopedia of Uni
versal Knowledge in one; 32 vol
umes; over 25,000 pages; nearly 7,000 
illustrations. Cloth binding, per set, 
$25.00; half-Morocco, per set, $32,00. 
Specimen pages free; sample volume re
turnable, and money refunded.

A Great Offer.
cash and a further payment 
of $20.00 in 16 installments of 

$1.25 each will secure immediately, by express, 
volumes 1 to 16, in cloth binding, the remain
ing volumes being delivered as the installments 
are paid; or a first payment of $8.00 and 16 in
stallments of $ 1.50 each will secure the same in 
half-Morocco binding. Order immediately, as 
this offer is subject to withdrawal without notice.

CATALOGUE, 132 popes, New, qtandaiil, 
and Holiday Books, sent free.

(Ebe Columbian publishing £o.
NEW YORK, I CHICAGO,

393 Pearl Street. | 242 Wabash Avenue.

CuniiEV for *l; 925 for 92 ; 960I munti for 83; 8100 for 85. Address P. E., 
Box 27, Mutual, Ohio.

T
acoma Investment Co. Tacoma, Wash. I (11)0 
Send 85monthlyfor lots paying annually25 to IUU O

Nature's Divine Revelations. 
The Physician. 
The Teacher.
The Seer. 
The Reformer.
The Thinker.
Magic Staff—An Autobiography of A. J. Davis.. 
Morning Lectures. Being 24 Discourses.............
A Stellar Key to the Summer land.........................
Arabula, or Divine Guest.................. ....................
Approaching Crisis, or Truth vs. Theology.........
Answers to Ever-recurring Questions..................
Children's Progressive Lyceum Manual.............
Death and the After-Life.........................................
History and Philosophy of Evil..............................
Harbinger of Health..................................................
Harmonial Man, or Thoughts for the Age.........
Events In the life of a Seer. (Memoranda.).... 
Philosophy of Special Providences.......................
Free Thoughts Concerning Religion.....................
Penetralia, Containing Harmonial Answers.... 
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.....................
The Inner Life, or Spirit Mysteries Explained.. 
The Temple—or Diseases of the Brain and 
The Fountain, with Jets of New Meanings.......
Tale of a Physician, or Seeds and Fruits of 

Crime.........................................................-........
Diakka, and their earthly Victims.........................
Genesis and Ethics of Conjugal Love.............. .
Views of Our Heavenly Home................................
Beyond the Valley......................................................

Vol.
44
44
44
44

. I. 
II. 

III. 
VI.
V.

Great Harmonia.4» li

44
44

44
44
44

S3 SO
1 60
1 SO
1 60
1 SO
1 SO
1 75
1 SO

75
1 SO
1 00
1 50

60
75
75

1 50
75

1 50 
SO 
75

1 75
1 25
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 00

50
75
75

1 50
827 60 

t&The Complete Works of A. J.'Davis, if ordered 
to one address, at one time, will be sold at a liberal 
discount.

THE VOICES.
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.

The Voice of Nature represents God in the light 
of Reason and Philosophy—in His unchangeable and 
glorious attributes.

The Voice of a Pebble delineates the Individu
ality of Matter and Mind, fraternal Charity and 
Love.

The Voice of Superstition takes the creeds at 
their word, and proves by numerous passages from 
the Bible that the God of Moses has been defeated 
by Satan, from the Garden of Eden to Mount Cal
vary!

The Voice of Prayer enforces the idea that our 
prayers must accord with Immutable laws, else we 
pray for effects, independent of cause.

Twelfth edition, with a new stippled steel-plate*  
stigrnving of the author from a recent photograph. 
Printed In large, clear type, on beautiful tinted 
paper, bound in beveled boards.

Price, 81.00, postage 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy 

Chicago.
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RIGHT.
The hours are growing shorter for the millions 

who are toiling,
And the homes are growiug better for the mil

lions yet to be;
And the poor shall learn the lesson, how that 

waste and sin are spoiling
The fairest and the finest of a grand humanity. 

It is coming! it is coming! and men's thoughts 
are growing deeper;

They are giving of their millions as they never 
gave before;

They are learning the new gospel: man must be 
his brother’s keeper.

And right not might, shall triumph, and the 
selfish rule no more.

—Sarah K. Bolton.

Of Course You Have Heard About It.
Everywhere you go you are reasonably sure to 

see or hear something about Hood's Sarsaparilla. 
No medicine ever placed before the public has won 
such popularity or been so much talked about and 
praised. All over the country. Hood's Sarsaparilla, 
Peculiar to Itself, 100 Doses One Dollar, are familiar 
Household words. Hood's Sarsaparilla has won

UNLIMITED PRAISE

by its power in making scrofulous blood rich and 
pure, by the relief it gives from the itching and burn
ing of salt rheum in the satisfaction at meals expe
rienced by the former dyspeptic, in the happiness of 
those it has cured of Malaria and catarrh, in buoy
ancy of spirits and

THE GOOD APPETITE
it has imparted to those recently weak, tired and run 
down. Is not its record of cures and the good it has 
done others sufficient to warrant you in trying this 
excellent medicine.

Samuel Bowles's Pamphlets: Experiences of Sam
uel Bowles in Spirit Life, or life as he now sees it 
from a Spiritual Standpoint, price 25 cents; Contrast 
in Spirit Life, and recent experiences, price 50 cents, 
and Interviews with Spirits, price 50 cents in paper 
cover. For sale at this office.

The Faraday Pamphlets: The Relation of the 
Spiritual to the Material Universe; The Law of Con
trol, price 15 cents; The Origin of Life, or Where Man 
Comes from, price 10 cents; The Development of 
the Spirit after Transition, price 10 cents, and The 
Process of Mental Action, price 15 cents. All for 
sale at this office.

Recollect the Vines are growing 
while you are asleep.

CALIFORNIA TURNBULL COLONY.
Tulare County. How an Investment of $90 per 
acre payable in three annual installments, spent 
in the cultivation of the RAISIN, PEACH, FIG, 
APRICOT, may be made to pay $100 or more per 
acre per annum. No more money required. Price 
of land taken from crops. Plenty water for irri
gation free. Statements guaranteed. Highest 
references given. Enclose stamp for pamphlets 
to A. H. PICKERING, Agent, Room 506, Rialto 
Building, Chicago, .Illinois, ni |A| BIC*nAlolNo

Get a lot quickly, or you may not get 
one at all.

D. D. HOME.

His Life and Mission.
BY MADAME DUNGLAS HOME.

Within the compass of an advertisement no ade
quate description of the interesting contents of the 
book concerning a most remarkable medium can be 
given; it must be read before its Importance can be 
realised.

The work is a large 8vo of 428 pages, printed from 
large type on fine, heavy, super-calendered paper, 
and strongly bound In cloth. The price put on it is 
less than value, but Mrs. Home is desirous that this 
work should have an extended reading in America 
hence the book will be "»old at a low

Price, $2.00; Gilt top, $2.25, postage free to Journa 
subscribers; to all others, 17 cents.

For sale, wholesale and -etall by J no. C. Bundy 
Chicago.

THE PIONEERS
OF THE

SPIRITUAL REFORMATION.
LIFE AND WORKS OF DR. JUSTINUS KER

NER AND WILLIAM HOWITT.

The two Pioneers of new Science, whose lives and 
labors in the direction of Psychology form the sub
ject-matter of this volume, will be found to bear a 
strong similarity to each other in other directions 
than the one which now links their names, lives and 
labors.

Cloth bound, 825 pp. Price, $2.00; postage, 15 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, bv I no. C. Bundy. 

'hlcago.

FASHIONABLE TAILORS.

A. A. Malum, late cntter for the Edward Ely Co.

Gentlemen visiting Chicago should place their 
orders with us for their

SPRING SUITS
AND

Our Spring; Goods embrace the handsom
est designs ever displayed in this city.

The best goods and finest workmanship 
at Special prices.

MALUM & KIMMEY,
42 Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.

MIND, THOUGHT AND CEREBRATION.
BY ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pamphlet form, price 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail by Jno.G. Bundy 

Chicago

THE WIZARD BUBBLE 
BLOWER.

The new Scientific Toy, which is creating so much 
interest among men of science as well as the 
children. It surprises and delights every one that 
sees it. It produces a bubble within a bubble, the 
outside one of immense size. The inner one floats 
and flashes with the most brilliant rainbow colors. 
Produces a “balloon” bubble, with car attached, 
which will float for hundreds of feet in the open 
air. “Twin bubbles,” chains of bubbles a yard in 
length, and many other forms of bubbles hitherto 
unknown.

Just the thing to entertain and Instruct Kinder
garten pupils or children in the home. Although 
only Introduced a few weeks, over 40,000 sold, and 
“Wizard Bubble Parties" are becoming the latest 
fad of New Nork's 400.

The following are a few of the testimonials we 
have received from persons who have had a “Wizzard 
Bubble Blower”:
Prairie City Novelty Co.:

I received the “Wizzard Bubble Blower," and 
found it so satisfactory that I this day enclose you 
$2.00 for a dozen more. MRS. W. W. JOHNSTON,

Eureka Springs,Carroll county, Ark.
Ottawa, Kan., Dec. 13,1890.

Dear Sirs: We are well pleased with the blower. 
I am trying to get a large order for them.

Respectfully, MRS. GEO. O. HOWE.
Mercer, Pa., Dec. 25, 1890. 

Prairie City Novelty Co., Chicago, Ill.:
Dear Sirs: The “Wizard” came all right, and is 

adding its share to the enjoyments of Christmas.
Yours, etc., J. V. STOCKTON.

Rockville, Conn., Dec. 15,1890. 
The Prairie City Novelty Co., No. 45 Randolph street,

Chicago. Ill.:
Dear Sirs: Yours of the 10th received the 13th. 

In reply this morning I have to express my satisfac
tion with the Bubble Blower. I shall make an ef
fort to get orders for the Bubble Blower, and 
when I get a sufficient number, I shall send an order 
direct to you. Yours as ever. EDDIE S. JONES.

Lock Box 63, Rockville, Ct.
This wonderful toy is sent to any address on re

ceipt of 25 cents. $2.00 per dozen to Agents and 
Dealers by express, charges prepaid. All orders 
shipped on day received. Address

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO.,
45 Randolph St., Chicago., rll.

IMPORTED EDITION.

Lights and Shadows
OF

SPIRITUALISM.
BY D. D. HOME,

TABLE OFCÒNTENTS.

Part First.
ANCIENT SPIRITUALISM.

CHAPTER I. THE FAITHS OF ANCIENT PEOPLES 
Spiritualism as old as our planet. Lights and shad
ows of Pagan times.

CHAPTER II. ASSYRIA, CHALDEA. EGYPT AND 
Persia. “ Chaldea's seers are good.” The Proph
ecy of Alexander's death. Splrltualim in the 
shadow of the pyramids. Setho and Psammeticus 
Prophecies regarding Cyrus. The “ Golden Star' 
of Persia.

CHAPTER III. INDIA AND CHINA. Apollonius and 
the Brahmins. The creed of “Nirvana.” Laotse 
and Confu^'-is. Present corruption of the Chinese.

CHAPTER /. GREECE AND ROME. The famOUE 
Spiritualists of Hellas. Communication between 
world and world three thousand years ago. The 
Delphian Oracle. Pausanias and the Byzantine 
Captive. “ Great Pan is dead.” Socrates and hit 
attendant spirit. Vespasian at Alexandria. A 
haunted house at Athens. Valens and the Greek 
Theurglsts. The days of the Caesars.

Part Second.
SPIRITUALISM IN THE JEWISH AND

CHRISTIAN ERAS'
CHAPTER I. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE BIBLE. 

Science versus Religion. Similarity of modern and 
ancient phenomena. The siege of Jerusalem. “The 
Light of the World.” Unseen armies who aided in 
the triumph of the Cross.

CHAPTER II. THE SPIRITUAL IN THE EARLY 
CHRISTIAN church. Signs and wonders in the days 
of the Fathers. Martyrdom of Polycarp. The re
turn of Evagrius after death. Augustine's faith. 
The philosophy of Alexandria.

CHAPTER III. SPIRITUALISM IN CATHOLIC AGES. 
The counterfeiting of miracles. St. Bernard. The 
case of Mademoiselle Perrier. The tomb of the 
Abbe Paris. “The Lives of Saints.” Levitation. 
Prophecy of the death of Ganganelli.

CHAPTER IV. THE SHADOW OF CATHOLIC SPIR 
itualism. Crimes of the Papacy. The record of 
the Dark Ages. Mission and martyrdom of Joan of 
Arc. The career of Savonarola. Death of UrbaD 
Grandler.

CHAPTER V. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE WAL- 
denses and camisards. The Israel of the Alps. 
Ten centuries of Persecution. Arnaud's march. 
The deeds of Laporte and Cavalier. The ordeal of 
Are. End of the Cevennois War.

CHAPTER VI. Protestant spiritualism. Pre
cursors of the Reformation. Luther and Satan. 
Calvin. Wishart martyrdom. Witchcraft. Fa- 
mou- accounts of apparltir s. Bunyan. Fox and 
Wesley.

CHAPTER VII. THE SPIRITUALISM OF CERTAIN 
g reat seers. “ The Reveries of Ja gSBehmen." 
Swedenborg's character and teachings, narratives 
regarding the spiritual gifts. Jung Stilling. His 
unconquerable faith, and the providences accorded 
him. Zschokke, Oberlin, and the Seeress of Pre
vost.

Part Third.
MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORY.
CHAPRERII. delusions. American false proph

ets. Two ex-reverends claim to be witnesses fore
told by St. John. “The New Jerusalem.” A 
strange episode in the history of Geneva. “ The 
New Motor Power.” A society formed for the at
tainment of earthly immortality.

CHAPTER III. delusions (continued). The re
vival of Pythagorean dreams. Allan Kardec's 
communication after death. Fancied evocation of 
the spirit of a sleeper. Fallacies of Kardecism. 
Tfce Theosophical Society. Its vain quest for 
sylphs and gnomes. Chemical processes for the 
manufacture of spirits. A magician wanted.

CHAPTER IV. Mental diseases little understood. 
CHAPTER V. “PEOPLE FROM THE OTHER WORLD. ” 

A pseudo Investigator. Groptngs in the dark. The 
spirit whose name was Yusef. Strange logic and 
strange theories.

CHAPTER VI. skeptics and tests. Mistaken 
Spiritualists. Libels on the Spirit world. The 
whitewashing of Ethiopians.

CHAPTER VII. absurdities. “When Greek 
meets Greek.” The spirit-costume of Oliver Crom
well. Distinguished visitors to Italian seances. A 
servant and prophet of God. Convivial spirits. A 
ghost's tea-party. A dream of Mary Stuart. The 
ideas of a homicide concerning his own execution. 
An exceedingly gifted medium. The Crystal Pal
aces of Jupiter. Re-incarnatlve literature. The 
mission of John King. A penniless archangel. A 
spirit with a taste for diamonds. The most wonder
ful medium in the world.

CHAPTER VIII. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE. 
Dark seances. A letter from Serjeant Cox. The 
concealment of “spirit-drapery." Rope tying and 
handcuffs. Narrative of exposed imposture. Va
rious modes of fraud.

CHAPTER IX. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE 
(continued). The passing of matter through mat
ter. “Spirit brought flowers." The ordinary dark 
seance. Variations of “phenomenal” trickery. 
“Spirit Photography.” Moulds of ghostly bands 
and feet. Baron Kirkup's experience. The read
ing of sealed letters.

CHAPTER X. THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITU
ALISM. The theological Heaven. A story regard
ing a coffin. An incident with “ L. M.” A London 
drama. “Blackwood's Magazine" and some seances 
in Geneva.

CHAPTER XI. “OUR FATHER." 
CHAPTER XII. THE HIGHER ASPECT OF SPIRITU

ALISM (continued). “Stella.”
APPENDIX.

This covers eight pages and was not included in 
the American edition. It is devoted to a brief ac
count of a young medium who under spirit Influence 
wrote poetry of a high order. Extracts from these 
poetic inspirations are given The appendix is 
an Interesting and most fitting conclusion of a valu
able book.

This is the English edition originally published a, 
$4.00. It is a large book, equal to 600 pages of the 
average 12mo., and much superior in every way to 
the American edition published some years ago. 
Originally published in 1877, it was in advance of its 
time. Events of the past twelve years have justified 
the work and proven Mr. Home a true prophet, 
guide and adviser in a field to which his labor, gifts 
and noble character have given lustre.

8vo., 412 pages. Price, $2.00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. BUNDXt 

Chicago.

fT HAS BSKN 8AID THS 
American People 

Are a race op
Dyspeptics

Are you one of Them?
IF SO Sterling Digester

Will Dure You
I MONTH'S 
TREATMENT

COSTS SI.OO,
3 CTS. A DAY- 
I CT. A MEAL-

Because it supplies the sto
mach with all the active fer
ments necessary for good di
gestion and assimilation, al
lowing the worn out stomach 
to rest. 1 Day’s Treatment 
(sample) and our primer “How 
Do You Feel After you Eat.” 
Mailed free. Sterling Diges
ter is sold by druggiBts gener
ally, or sent by mail for price. 
Don't take a substitute there is 
none. Made only by The STER
LING REMEDY CO. 78, Auditorium Bldg.Chicago, I1L

HI All SAMPLES SENT FREERM ■ ■ of spring patterns with bor-■■ RR ■ ■ ders ana ceilings to match.■■ MR M M One half million rolls of-
■ ■ ■ ■ fered at wholesale prices.

White blanks 4c to 6c, gS BRR
Gilts 8c to 35c. Em- R R R M ■■
bossed Gilts 10c to 50c. W JR MV ■■ MK
Iwlllsendyouthemost ■ I ■ ■
popular colorings, and ■ ■ ■ ■■ ^"8 ■ ■
guarantee to save you money. ALFRED PEATS. 
Wall Paper Merehaat, 147-149 W.Madlson-st. Chicago.

Mu Just published, 12 Articles on T-.-s-r WRtical Poultry Raising, ny FANN i 
■■ FIELD, the greatest or all America n 

writers on Poultiy tor Market and 
H^n^^BPOULTRY for PROFIT, 

how she cleared $449 on 100 
Light Baahmas in one year; about a 
mechanic’s wife who clears $300 an- 

' ~r Dually on a village lot; refers to herBOO acre poultry farm on which she
CLEARS SI5OO ANNUALLY. 
Tells about iucubaton, brooders, 
spring chickens, capons, and how to 

feed to get the most eggs. Price 25 cts. Stamps taken. Ad
dress DANIEL AMBROSE. 45 Randolph St., Chicago.

THE

Watseka Wonder
y

A NARRATIVE OF STARTLING 1 
OCCURRING IN THE CASE

MARY LURANCY VENNUiu
BY DR. IS. W. STEVENS.

This well attested account of spirit preset ?e 
created a wide-spread sensation when first published 
in the Religlo-Philosophlcal Journal. Over fifty 
thousand copies were circulated, including the Jour
nal's publication and the pamphlet editions, but the 
demand still continues.

To those familiar with the marvellous story, it is

NO WONDER
the Interest continues, for in it on indubitable testi
mony may be learned how a young girl was

SAVED FROM THE MAD HOUSE, 
by the direct assistance of Spirits, through the intelli
gent interference of Spiritualists, and after months 
of almost continuous spirit control and medical 
treatment by Dr. Stevens, was restored to perfect 
health, to the profound astonishment of all. So far 
transcending in some respect, all other recorded 
cases of a similar character, this by common acclaim 
came to be known as

THE WATSEKA WONDER.
Were it not that the history of the case is authenti

cated beyond all cavil or possibility of doubt, it would 
be considered by those unfamiliar with the facts of 
Spiritualism as a skillfully prepared work of fiction. 
As

A MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
for general distribution, it is unequalled ; and for 
this purpose should be distributed industriously, 
generously, persistently far and near.

The present issue is a superior edition from new ste
reotype plates, printed on a fine quality of toned pn - 
per, and protected by *.*  laid ” paper covers of the 
newest patterns.

The publisher has taken advantage of the necessity 
for new plates, and with the courteous permission of 
Harper Brothers, incorporated with the case of 
Lurancy Vennum one from Harper's Magazine foi 
May, I860, entitled

Psychical and Physio-Psychological Studies,

MARY REYNOLDS,
A CASE OF

Double Cooscl”'
This case is frequently re' 

thorltles, and Mr. Epes Sar 
it in that invaluable, st- 
Basis of Spiritualism, hi 
case of Mary Reynolds 
rancy Vennum, but ir 
dltlon. The two narr

SIXTY-P
Price, 15 ce
For sale. 

Chicago.

/
I
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“THE SHADOW AND THE LIGHT.”
Meek and sweet iu the sun He stands, 

Drinking the cool of His Syrian skies;
Lifting to heaven tgil wearied hands,

Seeing His Father with those pure eyes.

Gazing from trestle and bench and saw 
To the kingdom kept for His rule above;

Oh, Jesus, Lord! we see with awe!
Oh, Mary’s Son, we look with love!

We know what message that eventide 
Bore when it painted the Roman cross,

And the purple of nightfall prophesied *
The hyssop to Him, and to us the loss,

The crown which the Magi brought to her 
It made a vision of brows that bleed:

And the censer, with spikenard and balm and 
myrrh

It lay on the wall like the sponge and reed.

But now Thou art iu the Sbadowless Land, 
Behind the light of the setting sun:

And the worst is forgotten which Evil planned, 
And the best that Love's glory could win is won!

—Edwin Arnold in "The Light of the World.'’

THE MIDNIGHT TOAST.
A toast? From me?
Why sure! Let's see

To whom I’ll quaff while midnight's souuding.
I have it! Friends—
To her who sends

The life blood quickly through us bounding!

Come, blushes spare,
I know she's fair.

Her every action pure and tender;
With eyes so true,
Whate’er the hue.

The hearts can naught save homage render.

Her word controls
Our secret souls,

Though vows of love we've often broken.
She's ever fond—
Her life’s a bond,

A loving, living, breathing token.

Come weal, come woe, 
Full well we know

Her heart is ever warm and trusty.
Boys! to your feet,
Due honor mete

’ ha'l our toast, long, loud and lusty!

Nay, nay! No wine,
For her, divine—
e’ll pledge as friends and brothers, 
With rousing cheer, 
iu '"a ter clear—

For, boys, we’re drinking to “Our Mothers,”
—Chicago Tribune.

Jim—Women are as a rule more devoted to re
ligion than men. Now several of my girl acquaint
ance gave up pet hobbies in Lent, did your girl 
give up anything?

Jack—Yes, she gave me up. But I’m blessed if I 
can see any religion in the act. I rather think it 
was cussed ness.

“Golden Medical Discovery” cures those diseases 
which come from blood Impurities—scrofula and 
skin diseases, sores and swellings.

But does it? It's put up by the thousands of gal
lons, and is sold to hundreds of thousands. Can it 
cure as well as though it had been compounded just 
for you?

Its makers say that thousands of people who have 
had Tetter and Salt-rheum, Eczema and Erysipelas, 
Carbuncles and Sore Eyes, Thick Neck and Enlarged 
Glands, are well to-day because they used it.

Suppose that this is so. Suppose that a quick-wit
ted man was far-seeing enough to know that to 
cleanse the blood was to cleanse the life. Suppose 
that by many experiments, and after many failures, 
he discovered this golden key to health and that his 
faith in it for you is so strong that you can go to your 
druggist, buy a bottle, and if it doesn't help you, you 
can get your money returned—cheerfully. Will you 
try it?

The remedy to have faith in, is the remedy the 
makers themselves have faith in.

The Constitution of Man considered in relation to 
external objects, by George Combe. More than three 
hundred thousand copies of the Constitution of Man 
have been sold and the demand is still Increasing. 
It has been translated into many languages, and ex
tensively circulated. A celebrated phrenologist 
said of this work: The Importance and magnitude 
of the principles herein contained are beyond those 
‘o be found in any other work. For sale at this office, 

e, $1.50. _______________

RHYME AND REASON.
■ teachers who go to Toronto 

nportant fact should be onto;
•*  Wabash Railway

■ -alns a day, 
deeping cars to Toronto.

formation in regard to the 
ional Convention, address 

Chicago.

leadache.

Syrup for Chil- 
•educes inflam- 

3a cents a

Ayer's Sarsaparilla

“MARCH to search, APRIL to try, MAY to tell if you live or die.” So runs the old 
adage. But if you take AYER’S Sarsaparilla during the months of March and 
April, the result in May will be all you could desire. To overcome the ailments peculiar 
to Spring, purify and invigorate the blood by the use of AYER’S Sarsaparilla. All 
who make use of THIS as their Spring medicine need have no fear of That Tired Feel- 

’"digestion, Headache, Pains in the Back and Limbs, Feverishness, and other 
disagreeable svmptonfs so prevalent at this period of the year. For the young, the old, 
the middle-aged —for all — AYER’S Sarsaparilla is the STJPFKTOR MEDICINE 
FOR SPRING. Be particular that your druggist gives you AYER’S Sarsaparilla. 
IT CURES OTHERS AND WILL CURE YOU.

THE SOUL.
BY ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pr mnhlet form, price 15 cents.
For sale, wnolesale and retail, by Jno. C. BtrNDT 

iT.lca.70.

THE BIOGEN SERIES
Consists of concise Essays on Living Questions of 
the day or of historical research in Religion, Science, 
and Philosophy, prepared by writersof the most em
inent ability. Underthe editorial direction of Dr. 
Elliott Coues.

NO. 1. “BIOGEN:” A Speculation on the 
Origin and Nature of Life. By Dr. Coues. Now In 
its Sixth Edition.

NO. 2. “THE ILEMON OF DARWIN.” By 
the author of "Biogen.” Now in Its Third Edition.

NO. 3. “A BUDDHIST CATECHISM.” By 
II. S. Olcott. With Notes by Elliott Coues. Third 
American Edition.

NO. 4. “CAN MATTER THINK?” By an 
Occultist. With Introduction and Appendix by Elliott 
Coues. A New Edition.

NO. 6. “KUTHUMI;” The True and Complete 
(Economy of Human Life. A new Edition. Re
written and Prefaced by Elliott Coues.

NO. 6. “A WOMAN IN THE CASE.” By 
Professor Coues. Washington, 1887. Second Edi
tion. Now first added to the Biogen Series, with a 
new Introduction by Elisabeth Cavazza.

Price. 50 cents each.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by .Ixo. C. Bundy, Chicago.

OUR FLAG,
OR THE EVOLUTION OF

The Stars and Stripes;
—BY---

ROBERT ALLEN CAMPBELL, 
Compiler of the first Atlas of Indiana, author of “The 

Rebellion Record,” etc.
This work as a history of the “Stars and Stripes," 

gives the facts that are recorded In official docu
ments, the Histories of the Country and the Cyclo
pedias so succinctly and Interestingly arranged that 
the whole story is told in a moderate volume.

The symbolic meanings of the colors and the de
signs of the “Star Spang, ed Banner” are beautifully 
brougbtout and embell.slied with 29 Illustrations— 
three of them In colors showing Foreign, Colonial 
and United States ensigns.

Price, <1.00, postpaid.
For Bale, wholesale and retail, by J no. C Bundy, I'hlAann ’

LITTLE GEM 
POCKET SAVINGS 

BANK.
Bolid as a rock. Amount depos

ited always visible. Cannot be 
opened till $5.00 in Dimes have 
beendeposited.Only Dime Bank 
from which it is impossible to 
get out Coin by Manipulation be
fore Bank is full. Illustration is 
full size of bank. When 50dimes 
have been deposited, place a 
dime in slotted top, and using it 
as a lever, turn pivottill bottom 
of bank is released. After tak
ing out the $'.00 replace bottom 
and the Bank is again ready to 
receive deposits.

Agents can make from $6.00 to 
$10.00 a Day selling this bank, 

I Sample by mail 25 cts.
or $8.00 per dozen by mail 
Ipostpaid to agents and dealers.

Address all orders to
ILLINOIS NOVELTY CO, l^uilersburgIll.

ANGEL WHISPERINGS
FOR

The Searchers After Truth.
BY HATTIE J. RAY

This volume Is presented to the public In hopes 
that many may draw Inspiration from Its pages. The 
poems are well called "Angel Whisperings

Price, ornamental cover, $1.50; gilt edges, $2 00; 
postage 17 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail ,by JNO C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

ILLUMINATED BUDDHISM
OR

THE -TIÍIJIA NIRVANA.

“The book before us. aside from its mystic meth
ods. takes an entirely new view of the doctrines of 
the transmigration of souls, of re-incarnation and of 
Nirvana.........but we need not follow the details, for
it would give but an Imperfect idea of one of the 
most readable books In Its line we have met in a 
long time, its literary style is unexceptionable, and 
the author shows in every chapter evidences cf pro
found thought and a mastery of statement tzat is a 
a pleasure to follow."—Exchange.

Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by JNO. C. BUNL*.  

Chlcagj.

Ho For California.
I am giving the greatest inducements ever of

fered, to rich and poor alike. You can get a tract of 
land and have it planted into Raisin Grapes, and culti« 
vated until in a highly productive condition for less 
money than it will return you in one year after it 
is in full bearing, and you can have three years' time 
in which to pay this amount. It will not be necessary 
for you to move here at once. Do not fall to send 
for my Pamphlet, on the Borden Farm Colony 
and Raisin Making, or you will miss the oppor
tunity of a lifetime.

Address W. H. WERFIELD,
Madera, California.

Mention this paper.

PERFECT COFFEE MAIER.
A new Invention for making 

Coffee or Tea better than any 
thing now in use. Saves H of 
the Coffee. Can be used with 
any Coffee or Tea Pot, If you 
like a fine cup of coffee this ar
ticle is just what you need.

Sent by mat 1 upon receipt of 25 cts. 
Agents wanted.
PRAIRIE CITY HOVFLTY C0„ 

___  45 Randolph SL, 
CHICAGO. .... ILL,

bPIUlTINGg 
PRESS

Prints cards, la
bels, &c. Circular 
press 98, small 
newspaper size 
“ " ". Do your 
own printing and 
advertising. 
Make money 
printing for oth

ers. Fun for spare hours. Type-setting easy, printed 
rules. Send 2 stamps for catalogue of presses, type, 
cards, &c., to factory,

KELSEY & CO., Meriden, Conn.

PENSIONS SettleiMUndeiVNEW LAW
Soldiers. Widows, Parents, send for blank applica

tions and information. PATRICK O’FARRELL, 
Pension Agent, Washington, D. C.

VASELINE.
FOR A ONE-DOLLAR RILL sent us by mall 
we will deliver, free of all charges, to any person in 
the United States, all of the following articles, care
fully packed:
One two-ounce bottle of Pure Vaseline.............. 10 cts
One two-ounce bottieof Vaseline Pomade......... 15 “
One jar of Vaseline Cold Cream.............................16 “
One Cake of Vaseline Camphor Ice...................... 10 “
One Cake of Vaseline Soap, unscented.................10 “
One Cake of Vaseline Soap, exquisitely scented 25 “ 
One two-ounce bottle of White Vaseline.............25 “

SI. 10
Or for •postage stamps any single article at the price 
named. On no account be persuaded to accept from 
your druggist any Vaseline or preparation there 
from, unless labelled with our name, because you will 
certainly receive an imitation which has little or no 
value. Chesebrougb Mfg Co. 24 State St, N. Y

I CURE FITS!
When I say cure I do not mean merely tostop them 

•>r a time and then have them return again. I mean a 
-~dical cure. I have made the disease of FITS, EPI-

EPSY or FALLING SICKNESS a life-long study. 1 
. arrant my remedy to cure the worst cases. Because 
'there have failed is no reason for not now receiving a 
are. Send at once for a treatise and a Free Bottle of 
ly infallible remedy. Give Express and Post Office.
N G. ROOT. ill. C-, 183 Pearl St« N. Y>

»*»  Our High Grade List and 
Bargain Hook sent to any ad- 
dress on receipt of a 2-c stamp

LORD & THOMAS,
Newspaper Advertising

45 RANDOLPH STREET,

CHICAGO.

SINITY A RELIGIOUS WEEKLYallwl I I Rational Yet Reverent.
For those who believe in Religion, 

but question miracles, and everlasting punishment, 
and fail to see the justice in schemes of vicarions atone
ment. UNIT! stands for a Religion that is rational and 
a rationalism that is religious, and for a religious fel
lowship that welcomes all who wish to work together 
for the advancement of Truth, Right and Love in the 
world. 32 columns, including a sermon every week. 
81.00 a year, but to a new subscriber, mentioning this 
advertisement, it will be sent a whole year for 60 cents. 
CHARLES H. KERR*  CO., Pul»., 175 Dearborn St., Chicago.

AOCNTC WANTED bott -exes. SSBtoS5O 
AuEll I O per week EASIt MADE. SAMPLES 
FREE. Send forterms. W. C. Wilson, Kansas City, Mo.

I? UTT TT'DCV CURED! A reliable cure for 
Uli I IJUjJL 01 this terrible malady. For treat
ment and further particulars address SOVEREIGN 
REMEDY CO-, R. 200, 70 State st., Chicago.

UDITIT I liriW In the heart rnUli 11/111 Un of the famous 
Willamette Valley. Best all

round fruit country In America. No 
irrigation. Very healthy. Send 10 cts. In stamps fo 
full particulars to Gbo. M. Miller. Eugene. Ore

RULES AND ADVICE
For Those Desiring to

FORM CIRCLES.

Where through developed media, they may com
mune with spirit friends. Also a Declaration of
Principles and Belief, and Hymns and Songs for
Circle and Social Singing. Compiled by James H.
Young. Price 20 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bunt
Chicago.



THEIn the Cincinnati post-office recently, in 
the general deposit of mail gathered at 
noon, was a much-thumbed and tear- 
stained postal card, says the Boston Poatul Record. The writing upon it was in a 
child’s hand, trembling and uncertain. 
The address was: “My dear mama in 
heven.” The letter was as follows:

home.
Dear mama—I am so lonesome sins you 

went to heven. I want to go to you. 
the time seems so long you said I could 
come to you. Mrs. Clarke is kind to me 
but she is not like you. you sho this to 
God and send for me sure, my arm hurts 
me so and you sed it would be well in 
heven. i send you a kiss, from me, little 

Dora.
Cold indeed must be the heart that does 

not moisten the eye that looks upon that 
touching and pathetic letter with its baby 
love and unquestioning faith—an illustra
tion of the love between child and mother 
that passeth understanding. The whole 
world of pathos is in the child's cry.1 “Mrs. 
Clarke is kind to me, but she is not like 
you.” No, little one, nobody could be to 
you what ycur mother was.

Those familiar with the daily lives and 
sentiments of the laboring classes know 
what a stumbling-block to their faith is 
pious penuriousness, the charity that be
gins and ends at home. They can not 
reconcile godliness and greed. For most 
other forms of human weakness there is 
tolerance, even at times compassion; but 
for the man who acknowledges our com
mon fatherhood and brotherhood, with his 
hands tightly closed upon his purse-string, 
there is a fierce contempt, “curses not loud, 
but deep.” It may safely be affirmed that 
one sanctimonious miserly millionaire in a 
community works more deadly harm to 
Christianity than a dozen isolated cases of 
burglary or drunkenness. In Europe, we 
are told by competent authorities, the des
peration of the poor is fast driving men 
into atheism. My distinguished townsman, 
Professor Ely, in a most suggestive lecture, 
inquires into the alienation of wage- work
ers from Christianity, proving that in most 
denominations such alienation undoubtedly 
exists.—Cardinal Gibbons.

TRANSIENTS.
Dear ghosts, whose softly trailing robes we hear, 

Yet see not—wide we set the household door, 
That your beloved foot-falls, as of yore,

May seek the old familiar hearth-light’s cheer.

So dark! So cold! The winter wind blows shrill, 
Haste in, dear ghosts, that we may bar it out, 
Nor stand in such pathetic, lingering doubt.

The old love waits you—ah, the old love still!

Here are your places in the broken chain—
Dear lips unkissed—dear hands we may not 

hold—
Dear feet, love-led across the dim, white wold 

To share the old remembered life again.

When you go forth into the wailing night
Back to your lonely graves, bear with you hence 
Our chrism of tears—poor, tardy penitence 

For careless deeds our grief would fain set right.

Aye, let those tears—dropped crystals in the 
snow—

Be jewel gleams to guide you home again 
To your old places in the broken chain,

Silent—unseen—within the hearth-light’s glow!
—Helen T. Clark.

“Have you said yes to Charlie yet, Maud?’’
“Not yet!”
“But you probably will?”
“Well I must confess he brings a great deal of 

pressure to bear upon me when he calls.”

John Wesley and Modern Spiritualism. An ap
peal to the Ministers and Members of the Methodist 
Church based upon reason. By Daniel Lott. We 
are constantly called upon for something from the 
pen of John Wesley, and this may be of interest to 
many. He was a man of superior mind, in many 
respects and far in advance of his time, as will be 
found by examining his sayings and ideas. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

Many people who pride themselves on their blue 
blood would be far happier with pure blood; but, 
while we cannot choose our ancestors, fortunately, 
by the use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, we can transmit 
pure blood to our posterity.

To overcome the marks of age, all who have gray 
beards should use Buckingham's Dye for the Whis
kers, the best and cleanest dye made for coloring 
brown or black.

Heaven and Hell, as described by Judge Edmonds 
in bls great work on Spiritualism As Judge Ed
mond's writings are mostly out of print,this pamphlet 
may be welcome to many, as it describes two scenes 
in heaven and two in hell, in his most graphic and 
careful style. Price, 10 cents. For sale at this 
Office.

CATARRH CURED.
If you suffer from Catarrh, In any of Its forms. It Is your duty to yourself and family to obtain the 

means of a certain cure before it is too late. This you can easily do by sending a self 
addressed stamped envelope to Prof. J. A. Lawrence, New York, who will send you 
FREE, by return mail, a copy of the original receipt for preparing the best and surest remedy ever 
discovered for the cure of Catarrh in all its various stages. Over one million caseB of this dreadful, 
disgusting, and often-times fatal disease have been cured permanently during the past five years by the use 
of this medicine. Write to-day for this FREE recipe. Its timely use may save you from the death tolls 
of Consumption. DO NOT DELAY longer, if you desire a speedy and permanent cure. Address,

Prof. J. A. LAWRENCE, 88 Warren, Street, New York.

At this Season
When attention is directed to the Household, 

Our Beautiful Lincs of

TABLE CHINA
Cannot fail to elicit the greatest interest. The largest and 
best variety of

DINNER WARES.

Cut Glass - Ornaments - Novelties in China • Lamps, Etc.

PITKIN & BROOKS
COR. STATE & LAKE STS.. CHICAGO. ILL.

fke/?/ WATERPROOF COLLAR or CUFF
BE UP 

TO 
THE MARK

THAT CAN BE RELIED ON
KTot to Sx>Ht!

JNTo~t to Discolor!
BEARS THIS MARK. .trade

mark.
NEEDS NO LAUNDERING. CAN BE WIPED CLEAN IN A MOMENT.

THE ONLY LINEN-LINED WATERPROOF 
COLLAR IN THE MARKET.

* nnnif WORTH its weight in gold 
■A ■«■■■■■A is what a leading physician says of MA- 

M TERN ITY. To many it has proven more
valuable?for it has saved such from life-long misery or early death. 
Not a quack cure-all, buta .tundurd work by an eminent lady 
physician. Every wife or woman contemplating marriage should 
iiossess a copy. Ignorance has been the bane of woman’s life. En- 
ightenmentis her salvation. “Maternity” is a book treating of the 

ehysical life of women in health tfnd disease; her relation to hus- 
and, family and society; reproduction, limitation and care of off

spring; as well as hundreds of kindred topics of vital importance to 
every woman.

Twenty-seven long Chapters. 750 Pages. 20 Illustrations.

POST PAID, $2.00.
tff“Liberal compensation to intelligent ladies who act as agents. 

No trouble to sell this book. One agent has made over 4*1,800.  
Circulars and sample pages sent free. Address,

L. P. MILLER & CO.,
Dept. A.—214 Clark St., Chicago. III.

TO SPIRITUALISTS.
13Y JOHN HOOKER, 

Of the Connecticut Bar.

This admirable Address has permanent value, and 
Is well worthy the attention of all sober-minded 
people, and especially of Spiritualists. Price, 10 
cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

\ *6000.00  A year is being made by John TL 
k\Goodwin,Troy,N.Y.,at work for ub. Reader, 

you may not make as much, but we can 
teach you quickly how to earn from *5  to 
610 a day at the start, and more as you go 
on. Both sexes, all ages. In any part of 
America, you can commence at home, giv
ing all your time,or spare moments only to 
the work. All is new. Great pay SURE for 
every worker. We start you, famishing 
everything. EASILY, SPEEDILY learned. 
PARTICULARS FREE. Address at once. 
8T1S80N A CO., PORTLAND, BA1XK.

LIGHT OF E.QYFTP,
OR

The Science of The Soul and The Stars.

IN TWO PARTS.

BY AN INITIATE.

Finely Illustrated with Fight Full-page 
Engravings.

It is claimed that this book is not a mere compila
tion, but thoroughly original.

It is believed to contain information upon the most 
vital points of Occultism and Theosophy that cannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mys
teries of man upon every plane of his existence, 
both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand It.

The secrets and Occult mysteries of Astrology are 
revealed and explained for the first time, it Is 
affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort is made to show that the Science'of the 
Soul and the Science of the Stars are the twin mys
teries which comprise The One Grand Science of 
Life.

The following are among the claims made for the 
work by its friends:

To the spiritual investigator this book is indis- 
penslble.

To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all 
earthly price, and will prove a real truth, “a guide, 
philosopher and friend.”

To the Occultist It will supply the mystic key for 
which he has been so long earnestly seeking.

To the Astrologer It will become a “divine revela 
tian of Science."

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“A noble, philosophical and instructive work.”— 

Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
“A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—E. 

J. II. Buchanan.
“A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly inter

esting work............. It is more clear and intelligible
than any other work on like subjects.”—Mr. J. J. 
Morse.

“A careful reading of The Light of Egypt dis
covers the beginning of a new sect In Occultism, 
which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the subtle delusive dogmas of Karma and Reincarna
tion.”—New York Times.

“It Is a volume likely to attract wide attention from 
that class of scholars interested in mystical science 
and occult forces. But it is written in such plain and 
simple style as to be within the easy comprehension 
.............of any cultivated scholarly reader.”— The Chi
cago Daily Inter Ocean. ~ .

“However recondite his book the author certair 
presents a theory of first causes which is well fit' 
to challenge the thoughtful reader’s attention an 
excite much reflection.”—Hartford DaUy Times.

“Considered as an exposition of Occultism, or 
philosophy of the Orient from a Western stand pc 
th is is a remarkable production............The philoso
of the book is, perhaps, as profound as any yet 
tempted, and so far reaching in its scope as to tak 
’•» about all that relates to the divine ego-man in it 
uianifold relations to time and eternity—the pas 
present and future.”—The Daily Tribune (Sept La

“This work, the result of years of research ai 
study, will undoubtedly create a profound sensat 
throughout the philosophic world.”—The Det 
Commercial Advertiser.

“It is an Occult work but not a Theosophical o 
.........It is a book entirely new in its scope, and m 
excite wide attention.”—The Kansas City Journal.

“The book is highly interesting and very a' 
written, and it comes at an opportune time to el 
inate from the ‘•Wisdom Religion” reincarna 
and other unphilosophical superstitions of theotl 
wise beautiful structure of Theosophy.”—K< 
Herald.

“What will particularly commend the book to m 
In this country is that it is the first successful 
tempt to make the truths of Theosophy plain : 
clear to any one not a special student, and that it 1 
bare the frauds of the Blavatsky school.”—San Er 
cisco Chronicle.

Beautifully printed and illustrated on paper ma 
factured for this special purpose, with Illumina 
and extra heavy cloth binding. Price, $3.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bun 
Chicago.

SPECIAL IMPORTATION.

Spirit Workers in the Home Cir.
HANDSOME DEMY 8VO.

Being an Autobiographic Narrative of Psychic 
nomena In the Family Circle Spread over i 

Period of Nearly Twenty Years.

BY MORELL THEOBALD, F. C A., 
Of London, England.

A limited supply of this new and Interesting 
is now offered the American public. Havii 
ported It in sheets we are able to offer the wc 
sharp reduction In our price at which the E: 
bound edition can be supplied in America.

The book is a large 12mo. of 310 pages, hand.*  
printed on fine heavy paper from new typ 
fa.icy iuitial letters and chapter ornaments. 
$1.50—a very low figure.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bi 
Chicago.
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Several complaints have been received of 
ite of the non-arrival of The Journal.
i all such cases the notification should be 
died not more than two days after the 
ne the paper ought to have arrived, 

’his will enable us better to fix the 
isponsibility. Owing to the jealousy of 
hicago and the wrangling of politicians, 
ie post-office in this city is never fully 
tanned, and the tremendous pressure 
pon it, caused by the recent elections, has 
nded to cause delays and miscarriages, 
irty politics and sectional rivalries will 
t interfere with efficient service to the 
iple, when the people insist on it so em- 
atically and persistently’ that their pub
servants realize that they’ are servants, 

d not masters.

J. C. Tyler, of Kalamazoo, Mich., 
ites: “I likey’our moderate and dispas- 
'late attitude in discussing questions 
ich, however strong may be your con- 
dons in regard to them, are still held as 
atable by most people, and absurd by 
ny. I am not a Spiritualist, and can 
'e no opinion of the merits of the case, 
ing had no opportunity to judge, but I 
much interested in the investigations 
hese questions, as carried on by the 

iety for Psychical Research and others, 
ht I be allowed a suggestion as one 

itside the pale,” but anxious to arrive 
he truth ? It seems to me that an occa- 
al article, setting forth the central ideas 

of the modern, advanced Spiritualistic 
thought, and the basis upon which it rests, 
would be of great value to many such as 
I, who are unable to learn of these things 
by intercourse with those who claim to 
know.”

The Union City, Michigan, Register, an
nounces a fourth course of lectures at the 
Opera House in that city on the evenings 
of April 18, 19 and 20, by B. F. Under
wood and says: The subject assigned for 
the first discourse is, “The Real Founda
tion of Individual and Social Morality.” 
Sunday evening the gentleman will touch 
upon a subject which has been a ttracting 
not a little attention here of late, viz., 
“Unitarianism in its Historical and Relig
ious Aspects.” For Monday evening the 
speaker takes for his subject, “Influence of 
Christianity Upon Civilization.” Mr. 
Underwood has many friends and admirers 
here and his addresses are free from invec
tive and stand their claims for attention 
upon their own merits—their cogency of 
reasoning; and the gentleman’s views are 
pregnant with evidence of strong personal 
belief in the thoughts advanced.

An Indianapolis, Ind., correspondent 
writes: “We expect to start a Denton
Spiritual Association here to hold circles, 
have lectures and distribute and sell Mr. 
Denton's books and pamphlets. He has 
promised through four different mediums 
to help us and continue as far as he can 
his work here, from the other side of life. 
I will send you notice with regard to place 
¡and time of meeting when we are ready to 
commence. We expect to start with Maud 
Lord Drake.

Mrs. Kate F. Stafford, of Stowe, Vt., 
writes: “I am very much pleased with 
the paper, although I do not expect to 
agree with yrou on all points, yet there is 
room in the world for all honest opin
ions.”

OBITUARY.
Greene M. Horton, son of Mr. T. M. 

Horton, passed to Spirit-life, February 11, 
1891, at Senatobia, Miss.

William Carpenter, an aged Spiritualist, 
passed to the higher life on April 7, from 
his home at Upper Montclair, New Jersey, 
after an illness of some months, which he 
bore with great patience.

The senior member of the firm of Funk 
& Wagnails, Rev. Dr. Funk, has instituted 
a libel suit for $100,000 against the New 
York Evening Post, which, according to a 
circular statement issued by Funk & 
Wagnails, has represented with “criminal 
dishonesty and malice” that that firm is 
advertising a mutilated and stolen edition 
of Prof. Bryce’s “American Common
wealth.” “We have always,” the circular 
says, “held as very valuable and sacred 
the liberty of the press to freely discuss 
and criticise public affairs, business meth
ods, and, when necessary, individuals. 
But this liberty may so degenerate into 
persistent, hurtful, willful falsehood, 
malignant spite and persecution as to 
break down the sanctity that should hedge 
an editor, and make it the duty of good 
citizenship to bring to bear the remedial 
power of the law.

GUIDE-POSTS
ON

IMMORTAL ROADS.
BY MRS. AMARALA MARTIN.

The author says “As a firefly among the stars, as 
a ripple on the ocean. I send out this small beacon 
of hope through the valley of despair."

Price 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

DONALD KENNEDY
Of Roxbury, Mass» says

My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold of two 
people alike! Why? Because no two people have 
the same weak spot. Beginning at the stomach 
it goes searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, inward humor 
makes the weak spot. Perhaps its only a little sedi
ment left on a nerve or in a gland; the Medical Dis
covery slides it right along, and you find quick hap
piness from the first bottle. Perhaps its a big 
sediment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The medical Discovery begins the 
fight, and you think it pretty hard, but soon you 
thank me for making something that has reached 
your weak spot. Price, $1.50. Sold by every Drug
gist in the United States and Canada.

STRONG WORDS
L “I could quote a thousand men, who, when 

everything else failed them, found in Granula 
the very food their system needed.”—James C. Jackson, M. D., founder Dansville Sanatorium.

IL “ Mr. Gillette [the famous actor] Is very well 
and I lay It all to the habitual use of Granula."— 
Mbs. William Gillette.

in. “ The Judge (A. W. Tourgee) has been crazy 
ever since he wasin Dansville about the delicious 
Granula."—Mbs. a. W. Tourgee.
_________ FOR THAT 

“PERFECT HEALTH FOOD” 

GRANULA
GRANULA CO., Dansville, N. Y. 

Pamphlet free. Trial box, postpaid, forSGcts.

Meant for You!
of Goods, Samples 
fit Fabries, etc.

This notice Is Intended especially FOR YOU.

ALL ABOUT TEXAS.
Sample Copies Free. Send for one. Read it and see 

for yourself.

THE WEEKLY GAZETTE
One Year for Only 50c.

12 Pages, 84 Columns, will be sent to you

Cheap Lands and Homes in Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, 

and Louisiana.
2,000,000 acres splendid bottom, upland, timber, and 

stock lands. Also the finest fruit and mineral lands 
on the continent for sale on favorable terms.

FAKMitKS! with all thy getting get a home in 
the sunny South where blizzards and ice-clad plains 
are unknown.

THE QUEEN & CRESCENT ROUTE IS
94 Mlles the Shortest CINCINNATI to

and Quickest Line NEW ORLEANS
110 Miles Shortest CINCINNATI to
and Quickest JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

For Correct County Maps, Lowest Rates and full 
particulars, address D. G. EDWARDS, Gen. Pass 
and Tkt. Agent,
Queen and Crescent Route Cincinnati O.

Recommended as the Best.4
Lb Mass, Plymouth, Co., Ia., May. 1889.

I suffered from temporary sleeplessness from 
overwork for two yean, for which I used Pastor 
Mnanig»« Nerve Tonic, and can recommend some 
as the best medicine for similar troubles.

____________ F. BORNHQBST.
A GREAT BLESSING.

Cleveland. €>., Sept. 1,1887.
I can most truthfully testify to the fact that 

here in Cleveland, several cases of epilepsy, 
which were cured by the medicine of Rev. 
Father Koenig, of Ft. Wayne, Ind., have come 
under my personal observation. In other 
similar cases great relief was given even if up 
to this time they have not been entirely cured. 
It would certainly be a great blessing if the 
tidings were more widely circulated that many 
enuld be cured by this medicine.

Rev. ALARDUS.  ANDRESCHECK, O. S. F.

Our Pamphlet for sufferers of nervous df« 
seaseB will be sent free to any address, and 
poor patients can also obtain this medicine 
free of charge from us.
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend 

Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wayne, Ind., for the past 
ten years, and is now prepared under his direc’ 
tion by the

KOENIO MEDICINE CO.,
50 WtK cor. CHata St, CHICAGO« IUi,

COLD BY DRUCCISTS.
Price per Bottle. 6 Bottle« for 96.

AsnaZ P
toSu¿Pftce’ 

|ers, 75 bscr¡b- 
L2'2° cents.

THE LIFE OF THE GREAT EMANCIPATOR!

Herndon’s
Lincoln.

The true story of a great life Is the history and per
sonal recollections of ABRAHaM LINCOLN

BY
WM. H. HERNDON

AND

JESSE WILLIAM WEIK, A. M.
The one great and superlative feature of the biog

raphy now put forth Is its truth. While there is no 
attempt at eulogy, yet by its recital of plain and 
homely facts, it tends to elevate LINCOLN. The 
reader, when he has finished it, will lay the book 
aside, convinced that be has crossed the threshold 
of the great Emancipator's home; has listened to 
him in the law office and court room; that he has 
met face to face the man whose dauntless spirit of 
resolution led him to proclaim that this country 
must be “all slave, or all free."

PRICE, best English cloth, gilt top, 3 vols., $4.50.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

THE

PATHWAY OF THE SPIRIT.
A guide to Inspiration, Illumination and Divine 

Realization on Earth.

BY JOHN HAMLIN DEWEY, M. D.

This work is Number 2 of the Christian Theosophy 
Series and is having a large and rapid sale.

Price, cloth bound, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 
Chicago.


